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The ALP Rudd/Gillard Government was defeated in 2013 by a banshee Coalition leader, namely Tony Abbott. It
rocketed through him and two other leaders before the last and least Scott Morrison was defeated on 21 May
2022 by the ALP’s Albanese Integrity Government. The Coalition left a mountain of cruelty, incompetence and
sheer arrogant rudeness across Australia and the World, and Anthony Albanese showed a surprisingly high
aptitude for foreign affairs.
However, Albanese had a previous history which led him to volunteer, “I know I have to change”. He had
fought against integrity provisions in the Infrastructure Australia (iA) precursor legislation in 2007, and became
known for backroom deals with dark blue suits, some of which persist as deleterious to national productivity.
Not least was an impractical High Speed Train model that would have taken 40 years of preparation and
construction and be more risky and less cost effective than an ignored option, which was characteristic of
subsequent national and state governments.
My campaign “Save Sydney” started with four websites and 5 books, this being the 5th. A great deal of
potential public benefit was generated (and suppressed) which is my career characteristic but my motive was
to drag the Coalition Governments in NSW then in Canberra into the open once the “NSW Disease” was taken
there by PMs Turnbull and Morrison. They had forced me into homelessness in 2013 after a previous 5 years of
poverty and stress. My mentors were two of Sydney’s leading “experts” in planning and in finance & banking.
Long-term homelessness and destitution led to stress and dietary imbalance symptoms which I
did not recognise, I eventually collapsed and was rushed to hospital A&E and med wards for 10
days of treatment and tests re critical diabetes, anaemia and suppurating cellulitis (8 days of
intravenous drips for a total of 62 days on antibiotics).
The ALP was informed of these general and specific issues and ignored them, showing a callous
disregard for human values and instead a fixation on shared values with the cretins in the LNP.
The cellulitis infection required further medical attention and remains “visible” 6 months after
the initial symptoms on 17 January.
Treasurer Chalmers ignored the advices and knowingly increased the stress on me by suppressing
my concerns and frustrating my attempts to recover my health and life, “black hole”.
The Albanese Integrity platform was narrowly defined as being “anti-corruption”, the legislation to take 6
months to pass and operations to start 6 further more months down the track. There were immediate gaps in
more urgent outstandings and a necessity for different treatment of fiduciary, ethical and operational
maladministration. Some of his approaches might be liable for that ICAC’s review such as further plagiarism.
The refusal to “repair” past mistakes in line with OECD and Treasury-type protocols is typical of the LNP as they
are bound by secret deals; but Albanese’s remain as impediments to productivity improvement and debt
containment.
8 weeks down the road from the election is a good place to pause and re-think especially as Albanese has
carried forward a tendency to “victimise this victim”. This author appears to be the only expert economist and
political scientist in the nation fighting for restoration of “due diligence”, “rule of law” and intergenerational
equity. Having experienced many ad hominem attacks, this is a forthright rejoinder.
I am also the main victim to be further tortured by the Coalition’s chief thumbscrew who was retained by the
Treasurer without merit review, which is an example of gaps in the current approach to Integrity. The grossest
case of IP theft in Australian history is being worsened by this new government which has ignored the “value
propositions” inherent in my pre-formulated solution sets. Media and industry folk remain in their silos.
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In a democratic society there is always a risk that ministers and central agencies will move from crisp
lines of accountability and ethics into something they do to others but are themselves impervious
to.
We see that in Trump and Johnson as with Morrison and his cohorts including Dutton’s grievous
breaches against human rights and Frydenberg’s destruction of “Rule of Law” or “due diligence” in
rorts and “gifting” to cronies including Harvey Norman’s retention of overpaid Job Keeper subsidies
and appointments to statutory boards.
Where that happens the mastheads and individuals in the Fourth Estate sometimes mention the
offences or more usually ignore them with much the same to say of universities and institutes. The
exceptions usually exhibit silo attitudes, so partial viewpoints.
Sometimes individuals and institutes make decisions for their own purposes which have externality
impacts on society and individuals. Some have remedies in law such as rare writs of mandamus and
formal interventions based on alleged avoidance of environmental obligations in project impact
statements. Citizens can and do fight for what is right such as the March on Canberra and the
current website.
Generally, however, individuals cannot sue PMs and Premiers as deliberate court tactics will
bankrupt them. In discussion with Premier Baird's lawyers, it was agreed that “moral and political
suasion” was an avenue available to me in the context of his explicit theft of my “commercial in
confidence” and copyrighted Northern Beaches Bus Rapid Transit scheme. That was extended
during his and Berejiklian’s rampage against me.
I have done Intensive work on nation building, governance and climate, corona and like policies:

As is my usual, a forensic approach to gaps and problems is
accompanied with the smartest possible solutions designed to
benefit society, not just corporates, carpetbaggers and unions.
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The PM and Treasurer have had the facts of life explained to them
many times but the latter has tried to polish turds under the
influence of his department head who was the major hitman and
corrupting apparatchik of the Turnbull-to-Frydenberg screw-up
generation of Coalition failures. That he has waged a vendetta
against me since 2015 is a very dumb millstone.
In particular Chalmers is trying to pretend there is a basis
remaining on which to build his October Budget but ~
•

The “needs analyses” reside in my websites and three (to date) books and are unavailable to him
without fairness, hobbling his ability to match problems with my and even his “solutions”. It
appears that current “savings” exercises are of nests of waste while my focus is on matching
resources with needs, systematically

•

Similarly matching needs arising from climate change, crises in natural events, changing population
and migration levels, waste and inefficiency in existing programs and the like, requires more than
the Coalition’s “pipeline” claptrap – Kennedy suppressed my submission on the solution in
December 2015 and onwards even to Albanese (to date), the 2022 Budget will be crap without it

•

His methodology is the Coalition’s “gifting” approach which has no options and scenario-testing
legitimacy in such key areas as Defence, urban and regional infrastructure and employment
generation (ditto they cannot use my Newcastle world-class post-carbon achievements), Health and
Education - in total violation of “Treasury Regs”, OECD and World Bank guidelines, and
Eddington/Greiner published and accepted then rejected methodologies

•

I can gazump him at every turn as I did to Frydenberg/Kennedy to their complete bewilderment and
subsequent Budget manoeuvrings through failed economic, bushfire, corona and climate
challenges - because they have stolen from me and my family, hurt society and economy
unnecessarily, and stopped me from supporting Save the Children, Police Legacy, cancer sufferers
and their families, and my life-long ambition to honour our “forgotten heroes”

•

Two key portfolios have lacked merit-based assessments of incumbents against alternative
appointees, restricting outcomes in “community resilience” against Omicron, and Budget integrity.

Chalmers is also ignoring the historical overhang which he and Albanese contributed to - bad choices which
lower service standards but increase debt; and poor governance which produce distorted outcomes. The
reform agenda needs true integrity which there is no sign of in the Albanese government.
The perspective is even more holistic than when it started – national and international, climate and covid as
well as urban, regional and transport/land use, and so on. There are 2 climate chapters here, why not!
From OECD:
Reviewing all government expenditure will be necessary to ensure adequate spending on highpriority areas and people, and enhance growth without threatening debt sustainability. Starting
a review of public expenditures early is important because reallocation of spending towards
priority areas is usually gradual. [On 15 June PM Morrison repeated the canards of successive failed
cycles of stimulus, which, lacking rationale and wasting rivers of taxpayers’ money, seem to be
based on twisted priorities in the back corridors of The Bubble – Morrison’s intrinsic “groupthink”
lock-up.]
“Reviewing” is anathema to Frydenberg (opposed to “Budget repair”) and Berejiklian (psychotic
addiction to HK loss-making shiny toys and the Debt Lake). MYEFOs* are corrupted by crony influences.
The website contains a block quote which is in a more complete form here, showing that IPA is a corrupting
force that resides in iA backrooms, that the breakdowns were on Albanese’s federal watch, and the
magnitude requires Albanese and Chalmers to wake from their reverie:
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Schott’s Report and the preceding Lambert one emphasised the benefits to be gained from systematic
planning. It is impossible to see how these views and the recommendations based on them were
implemented in the cases of the Metro itself, Tibby Cotter Bridge, changes to WestConnex (none moving in
the right direction, towards the Southern Cross Drive), the Strathfield to Olympic Park tramway that has
one of the most foolishly optimistic reports behind it, the uber-dumb idea of extending the snail-tram
imposed in 1995 to White Bay – making the arrival of tourists from both airlines and ships a dreadful transit
experience, and the location of a metro station in Waterloo where there are two stations already and the
population load has been lied about
On 11 June 2014 the Telegraph’s headline was “Mike Baird’s Sydney Rapid Transit system to include second
harbour rail crossing and three new underground stations”. It went on to say
Work ... could start in two or three years ... but the government has stopped short of saying how
much the Sydney Rapid Transit project will cost.... The difference between this plan and previous
plans is we have announced the funding to go with it.... The government has released funding plans
for the second harbour crossing – a key commitment of Transport Minister Gladys Berejiklian ....
Naturally this statement was erroneous – almost every, if not every, earlier plan was said to be
“fully funded”, most notably the CBD Metro. The unknowns predominate in what is not a
competent planning cycle.
There is a reasonable conclusion that “regulatory capture” started no later than 2011 and it affected
key decisions in the path to adopting a metro train system, with a small change in tunnelling
(0.00025% of project cost) leading to a contingent expenditure exceeding $10,000,000,000 in
probability. That small saving was inexplicable at the time but can now be seen as an implicit but
deliberate step. It is far worse than a butterfly flapping its wings over China.
To show the possible reasons for the loss of certitude,
Feb 22 2010
The shadow minister Gladys Berejiklian said the metros were doomed if the Coalition won. ''We
want to reassure the community - if we do win the next election, our absolute priorities will be to
construct the north-west and south-west rail links.'' Brendan Lyon of Infrastructure Partnerships
Australia said he was "profoundly disappointed" at the demise of the Metro. "This decision
shreds the credibility of the government in delivering projects," he said. "NSW bureaucrats have
worked tirelessly to get this project to tender -- it is very disappointing to see that this work and
considerable taxpayer dollars have been squandered."
Apr 7 2011
Ms Berejiklian “said Rodd Staples would lead the NW project, and said he should not be judged
by his previous role. “We will not blame very, very talented people for the mistakes of the
previous Labor government”. Despite the CBD Metro debacle, which has cost NSW taxpayers
more than $400 million since it was cancelled by the Keneally government, Mr Staples won a
reputation with private sector infrastructure groups. … Mr Staples is known to have been
examining ways of converting part of the CityRail grid to a single-deck, high-frequency metro-style
system. Ms Berejiklian, however, confirmed that standard double-decked trains would run on the
new rail line. ''This is a heavy rail link,'' she said. The executive director of Infrastructure
Partnerships Australia, Brendan Lyon, said Mr Staples's appointment was particularly welcome.”
Ms Berejiklian has appointed Owen Johnstone-Donnet, an experienced Liberal adviser and
former executive with the infrastructure lobby Tourism and Transport Taskforce, as chief of
staff. Larry McGrath, from the TTF's sister organisation, Infrastructure Partnerships Australia, is
her policy director.
(June 9 2015) Daily Telegraph
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In 2012 Staples was already talking as if a second Harbour rail tunnel was inevitable. Staples
must have been pretty happy to see Baird and Constance out on a barge where exploratory
holes are being drilled under the Harbour…
June 2012
Government decides to convert the NW heavy rail line to metro, after saving $200 m on smaller
tunnels (0.00025% of project cost, but with unforeseen consequences of at least $10 billion).
There is no strategic land use/transport plan, full community engagement, or Treasury costing.
Given that Treasury Guidelines were never met, that various contracts and property acquisitions
have preceded full project legitimacy (as had happened re the CBD Metro, with resulting
compensation), and that Election promises were broken, the parties who engineered those
outcomes should be held to account. Primarily, the Premiers, the Treasurer at each stage, the
Minister for Transport, and the head/s of their agencies and especially TfNSW, should be asked to
explain their roles to Parliament and/or the Auditor-General.
This discussion therefore focusses on two main themes which were but remain (extended from my 2020 preBudget critique):
•

Why “budget repair” must be included
in the 2021-22 Budget cycles (2020-21
being deficient):

•

Ø A re-planning overlay via iA
Ø A “Month End Economic &
Financial Outlook” regime to guide
stimulus targetting & cash flow
needs

What should be in the 2nd phase “stimulus cycle”
Ø OECD guidelines
Ø Current gaps & Budget weaknesses, lack of debt
analyses in intergenerational context
Ø Administrative reforms* including of National Cabinet
& local government as outcomes go far further than
Fed & State Governments

The final quote here is Professor Richard Tomlinson’s from “Metropolitan governance is the missing link in
Australia’s reform agenda”:
Transport and planning ministerial silos compromise effective state leadership in the development of
urban regions. Big-budget transport ministries show scant regard for planning ministries. ... despite a
professed commitment to compact cities in state-prepared metropolitan strategic plans, infrastructure
investment has contributed to urban sprawl.
A critical example of suppression is that of the
World’s first model for “community resilience”
to complement PPEs, vaccines and antivirals,
which the Government is trying to ignore but
cannot and can only obtain from me.
I offered it gratis subject to expiation of the
plagiarism (in a smooth manner I developed in
2015, then and subsequently suppressed by
Kennedy).
I have to add that the PM’s promise to “end the (LNP’s) shameful toleration for corruption” which
dominated the backroom exclusion of society and experts has been compromised to the point that only my
solutions to the deep blood stains from cruelty and dud projects can expiate the foule pestilence of
plagiarism, as “appeased”. Kennedy’s 7 year vendetta against me will end in his tears.
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Context: is Albanese keeping to his promises & democratic values
The election on May 21st saw the victory of Labor over a morally- and economically-broken down carthorse
of a LNP Coalition rabble. A distinguishing difference was said to be “INTEGRITY” including “an end to the
shameful tolerance for corruption” where
•
•

theft of this citizen’s Intellectual Property and
suppression of Public Interest ideas

were defining points of NSW and Federal LNP corruption along with brutality to others including women,
firies, farmers, fire victims, the legally persecuted and international leaders.
A very long campaign to maintain and restore "democracy" has been actively and/or implicitly rejected by
political parties, even where "integrity" was a stated priority. sydneyimprovementpolitics.com outlines the
"Save Sydney" campaign which remains relevant, there is discussion there about the "crypto-fascism" of
"Bairdijiklian Malenomics" which is discussed definitively at https://www.kobo.com/us/en/ebook/covidmorrison-malenomic-manipulation-defeats-un-and-biden.
This was sent to the PM and Chalmers on 22 May, the day after the election, which is when the fast clock
started ticking, Albo has not replied since:
Critical Issues Solutions in Intergovernmental matters affecting Sydney
There are legitimate expectations that the new Government will move quickly on major priorities and
my work is publicly advanced in many such areas.
I feel I have to be pre-emptive as Kennedy and others will be staking their claims and I want to stop
this BETRAYAL stuff right now, today, and make the book retrospective as history. He would
continue to exclude me as he did under Turnbull and Morrison. That would make bad vibes much
worse.
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I ask for understanding of the horrible consequences of criminal plagiarisms, extended homelessness,
critical health challenges requiring urgent hospitalisation in February and ongoing symptoms including
the horrors of cellulitis fuelled by diabetes’ sugars.
1.

I started “Save Sydney” in the face of the events of 2012 which were at national but mainly
Sydney levels. The perceived problems were in ports and logistics, urban transit, land use
planning and taxation, and local government revitalisation in line with UK and US directions,
based on
0. the extinguishment of the integrity of iA and iNSW protocols, and
1.

the sterilisation of very valuable “options” and indeed the exclusion of all options not
related to backroom deals primarily with the PRC’s MTR and its associates

2. My history under the Askin Government and through Wran/Unsworth and Greiner/Fahey was
of prescient initiative to solve predicted problems. My ability to do that made me the main
driver of initiative and innovation. That is supported by referees’ testaments and examples
include
0. Resolution of Greendog Stevens’ blockade before it happened (Cox)
1.

McDonnell Commission into Planning of Bulk Generation Capacity and resolution of
Wran/Landa worries

2. Skitube
3.

expressnets in Bondi and the innerwest

4. the CBD traffic oasis suite which includes the “best idea in 100 years” (Loder and
Christie), and
5. the Newcastle NSIP which I presented to the City Council 3 days after the
announcement of closure of steelmaking and to Minister Knowles one week later, his
reaction being this template should apply to every LGA in NSW
3. Theft of my ideas started in 1999 and accelerated under Baird and Berejiklian leading on to
both Turnbulls, Morrison, Frydenberg, Gaetjens and Kennedy. NSWUG tried to steal the
Goanna and was stopped, the executive involved was dismissed. The Planning Institute tried
to pinch Creative Reconstruction but backed off. All were documented at
sydneyimprovementpolitics.com, “The Value Proposition”
4. The valuations in the attached draft contract are drawn from that website and represent an en
globo solution, with contributions by the Federal and State Governments going to iA’s
proposed National Re-Planning trust/pool, with payment for my rights to ideas and reports
being satisfied smoothly
5. Subsequently I will focus on my stated priorities especially the national institute to remember
forgotten heroes, which will be an open and participative framework with top board and
sector expert panels. This will be world famous and include Brown and Fitzgerald as
prominent among the founders of the Labor 1890s movement onwards, with Nugget Coombes
also being a priority as with Menzies’ engineers. (Many others have substantial biographies
and so would not be included.)
6. The individual projects in the schedule such as the Tim Fisher Refresher would be the
Government’s to pursue having paid for them, with me guiding as required. I intend to “rescue
iA” and take it to a higher level, it is in a sad state at the moment.
7. Please note that this solution set is a win-win for the Albanese Government, with minimal risk
to the States and Territories. It sees me off if done well. OK?
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Albanese said in the campaign that he accepted he “had to change”, indicating an awareness of his
reputation under PMs Rudd and Gillard. There has been no change at all - it is as though Morrison and
Frydenberg still held the reins:
1.

The victim (me) maintains that the proper valuation of the acts of theft establishes the broad
quantum of his lost assets which he is determined to recover for his family and for nominated
beneficiaries including Save the Children, Policy Legacy, Mark Hughes’ “beanies for brain cancer”,
the Marie Bashir Institute at Sydney University, various local NGOs, a tribute function for first
responders in his new Murray River community, and an institute for forgotten heroes he had
developed and later worked on with the legendary Tim Fischer

2. The Coalition approach was to “slam the door” and refuse to acknowledge the presence of the
victim except that a deliberate attempt to make him homeless and potentially deceased was
evident in Baird’s and Berejiklian’s violent attitudes
3. Albanese’s attitude since 2019, when the victim started to engage him on solutions to broken
democracy, was the same, simply slam the door closed, ditto Chalmers
4. Albanese recognised the pernicious effect of “shameful tolerance for corruption” in the LNP’s Party
mechanisms
5. He is now accused of promoting those same attitudes among his own Party mechanisms.
Hence the crisis, Albanese promised to restore traditional integrity but is refusing to do so. This has as
much potential to destabilise his progress as it did Morrison’s, Frydenberg’s and Kennedy’s. It is plainly
discordant with the broad Integrity elements including the supposed agenda of the new head of the PM &
Cabinet Department, Professor Glyn Davis, and the new Attorney-General, the Hon Mark Dreyfus MP.
The website SYDNEYBETRAYALS.ME records gaps, delays and mistakes in the subsequent progress of the new
Government. There are chronological quotes there as well as flow charts and similar illustrations. This
booklet is a yardstick on those 2 dimensions which are critical impediments in the Budget, health, climate
and like agendas.
There has been no feedback whatsoever on any of the aspects I raised in correspondence which is exactly
the same approach taken by the LNP miscreants:
The “friend” is the Attorney-General Mark Dreyfus.
The new reforming head of the Department of PM
& Cabinet, Professor Glyn Davis, is in the same
boat. No answer, of course
Both sides of politics talk about “infrastructure”
being “productivity” which is drivel (see websites
for details).
Poorly framed proposals within corrupted planning protocols based on secret corporate motives have
produced inequities, waste, inefficiency, reduced capacities and development potential, and risks to future
generations. Recent Budget leaks show cruelty to victims and protection of gifts to corporates are straight
out of the Frydenberg Playbook as written by Kennedy and seemingly sold effortlessly to Treasurer
Chalmers.
Diagrammatically, from widely-published warnings in 2018 onwards, ignored by LNP & ALP:
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This accords with the observation by long-term infrastructure mandarin Mike Mrdak that if you want to kill
a good idea, send it to Stephen Kennedy, then in the Department of PM & Cabinet - over which comment
PM Turnbull sacked him.

Kennedy also killed initially and repeatedly the most important national economic
policy opportunity, the “infrastructure re-planning template” I gave to Turnbull in
December 2015 and he and Morrison subsequently, which continues under the
nominally-opposite ALP Government - where the PM has a special interest in the
proposed vector, his creation Infrastructure Australia (iA). This a muddle around a
vicious bias.

The Coalition’s appalling performance during the bushfire and coronavirus crises also reflected Kennedy’s
key roles with them. Other webpages outline the reversal of the promise for “integrity" and the
consequences of continuing Frydenberg cruelty as Treasurer Chalmers is doing.
The symptoms are illustrative of the long-term decline of "rule of law". As mentioned elsewhere, Coalition
behaviours are being repeated with wind-backs of support for the health vulnerable and now more serious
Health directions.
The dominant quasi-defensive mode of the Coalition and now of the Albanese Government is to make
promises, deny they said "it", state they achieved "it", or just lock the door against logic, the public interest
vs corporate cronies and fair claims for redress of ill-doing.
The PM and Treasurer are in active denial of
•

Good ideas for improving Australian equity, productivity and environment as well as domestic and
international repute

•

"repair" of blunders and ill-doing - in line with "Treasury Regs" and OECD protocols, the Red Hot
issue being plagiarism which threatens

•

o

the prospects of proper budgetting,

o

industry development with carbon mitigation elements and

o

"community resilience" under ever-increasing COVID threats

Rewarding courage, ethics and professional excellence
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This is the simplest possible expression of direction of the counterpoint:
•

accumulated loss of my property due to plagiarism in easy way what would produce mutual
benefits; and draft deeds of agreement to that end were submitted to PM Turnbull in December
2015 and subsequently to him and Morrison and Albanese

•

In each case Kennedy rejected the submissions without acknowledgement or reply; and the
current Treasurer Chalmers has taken the same course under Kennedy’s influence.

•

The PM’s promise to change and to pursue INTEGRITY – and indeed to “put an end to the shameful
tolerance for corruption” has been treated with contempt. In all cases mentioned here, the thefts
were without consultation, against my expressed views and intentions, and done with malice.

Last Mon 10.36 am
Subject: STEALING MY MONEY, HURTING MY FAMILY AND BENEFICIARIES, THE NEXT STEP OF EXPOSURE AND ADVOCACY
Dear PM
Jim the Treasurer refuses to budge on MY MONEY and MY NATION-BUILDING and MY BENEFICIARIES
and HIS CORRUPTION. He is not alone either as you and colleagues are entangled – “UnHoly
Succession” is a necessary next step which I have tried to avoid but I can tolerate no further extension
of Morrison/ Frydenberg barbarous corruption and cruelty; add ~

Harvard endorsement of my work on corruption which I see growing as Jim proceeds:
Massive, impressive. I just started reading. Don't get all the references to Australian government and
politics, but this represents the same kind of delegitimization that we're experiencing [TRUMP etc]. I'll
continue to read. Trust the rest will be first-rate too.
[Context is considering inclusion of https://www.kobo.com/us/en/ebook/covid-morrison-malenomicmanipulation-defeats-un-and-biden in university Australian reading lists at Harvard and other East
Coast universities.]
To Industry Cluster Ministers 2 July - note Energy and Climate are in a separate cluster after to the Prime
Minister re his risk rising and Jim not understanding Newton’s first Law
I am one of the two founders of energy conservation in Aus, a hero who is besmirched by current
Labor nouveau. Vale Peter Francis Cox.
You are in the Industry cluster and are aware of my efforts
1.

Get integrity from a government where Frydenberg drives Jim aka Kennedy, truly upsetting
and hurtful, rejecting integrity as did Albo
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2. I drove the post-Carbon transformation of Newcastle whereas Biden and Albo are rejecting
my offers and pissing away time and money
3. In frustration setting up a “climate crimes” web presence after you and others refused to
read my 3 books and Biden still twists our agenda
grrrr https://www.kobo.com/us/en/ebook/c-o-v-i-d-a-u-s-t-r-a-l-i-a-failure-of-the-morrisontrump-johnson-bravura-model
4. Every minister and backbencher repeats the “shameful tolerance for corruption” as Jim is
acting shamefully and suppressing my initiative as Turnbull and Morrison did, all really by
unelected apparatchik Kennedy.
The PM has a package which would achieve a leap forward in economic
nation-building and integrity if he would but listen

Corruption
The current PM was long-term minister for infrastructure who tended to turn project processes inwards,
thus missing opportunities for more cost-effective solutions and greater productivity and community
benefits. He recently said he knew he needed to, and promised to, change.
Here we look at corrupted outcomes of convoluted contexts with a focus of the current writer who has
suffered the nation’s worst deliberate destruction of his life for being an ethical operator with strong
record of innovation.
Do not forget outcomes. The cruelty shown by the LNP juntas went deeply into malevolence, they did not
care if hurting me, their mission, led to community beneficiaries being bashed by the Turnbulls, Morrison,
Frydenberg, Kennedy, Taylor, Gaetjens, Baird, Berejiklian and Constance, then on the way Albanese,
Chalmers and always Kennedy again et al.
There are dozens of case studies on my websites of the corrupted situations and implications for future
generations. A principal outcome is suppression of solutions and “repairs”, both resisted on both sides of
the NSW and Federal Parliaments, three critical examples:
•

“Swifta” train/train from the North West down the existing Main North into Strathfield and then
across the Canterbury area on road surfaces to Hurstville and the Illawarra Line, crossing the Main
West and Bankstown/East Hills Lines, which would have obviated some $30 billion in tunnels and
trackage and more in later closing and fixing the new metros due to fundamental engineering and
economic blunders which are characteristic of Malenomic breakdowns in “due diligence”.

•

Christie, Greiner and Gibbons pointed to ways of strengthening the capacity and spread of the
legacy Bradfield heavy rail network, once the envy of the world, instead of the “30-Minute Club’s
shiny Hong Kong metros which have lower capacities, higher risk, lower returns (with the necessity
of debt funding even of operations) and changes in suburban life which are contrary to Australian
culture, all without Parliamentary or electorally legitimate engagement. The Gibbons extension was
a loop to the new Airport, giving it world-class transit connections across the whole Sydney train
system, whereas the metro as adopted is a stub off the Main Western Line which few will use but to
save face is costing $20 billion to extend towards Campbelltown (sterilising the freight system’s
potential).

•

The Moorebank Intermodal Terminal interrupted the development of a logical move of container
handling to Western Sydney so as to reduce structural imbalances in population/employment and
air pollution problems. It came from a whisper in the then Minister’s ear, Albanese’s, that Defence
could be forced off its site which would be incorporated in a corporate development on the other
side of Moorebank Avenue. At 1.1 m TEU throughput, it is sub-economic and doubles local truck
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movements, but the iA corruption was so severe that it produced a report stating that shortdistance double-handling can be a benefit. CRAP
Incredibly, Frydenberg and Berejiklian deliberately ravaged SMEs in travel and accommodation out of
malice towards this one analyst who had pushed for them to be given "stimulus, with Labor quiescent. The
“NSW Disease” was copied into Canberra by Turnbull and Morrison:

Malice is indeed the focus of Gibbons’ experience with Bairdijiklian Malenomic “Corruption of
Suppression” via a sample of 7 other major extra instances ~
•

Bus Rapid Transit framework proposal by Gibbons at request of Mike Baird in 2008, stolen by him,
messed up for 8 years then abandoned in favour of a more expensive, risky and environmentally
and socially destructive tollway with a deep tunnel at the most inopportune area, the Spit gully - led
in 2008 to Baird’s endless and bottomless venom at my request to have a payment arrangement
when he become Treasurer in 2011

•

The “best idea in 100 years” - the Sydney CBD traffic oasis, circumferential by-pass route, transit
boulevard, Goanna Transit Bridge and “expressnet” transit systems off the western end of the
Goanna - all grouped as an holistic solution under the title “Barangaroo Expressnet” (the first use of
“expressnet”)

•

Cost savings and faster results on the NW to Bankstown Metro amounting to about $4 billion better
Budget outcomes, the plagiarism being explicitly excused and camouflaged by Matthew O’Sullivan
of the SMH/News Media

•

Replacement of the Greater Sydney Commission’s corrupted “Sydney Regional Plans” by a proper
planning approach which meshed better with distributed suburban densification and integration
with networked infrastructure as opposed to over-densification of tower blocks along a railway line
or highway - GSC stole that, unbelievably excused by limpid journalists (NB iNSW naïvely accepted
the GSC framework, thus neutering their fundamental principles under inaugural chairman Nick
Greiner)

•

Gibbons’ work during the Coronavirus mayhem produced world’s-first payment calculations and
vectors which would strengthen community resilience and reduce long-term medical and policing
costs - Berejiklian, Frydenberg and Kennedy reversed the logic and closed down SME tourism and
accommodation, arts and recreation industries not just unnecessarily but malevolently contrary to
the OECD templates which were excluded by PM Morrison and Treasurer Frydenberg (Kennedy has
a Ph D in health economics and completely mismanaged the corona economics!)
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•

Similarly Morrison came up with a Coronavirus governance directions package through response
and revival which was designed to de-power State and Territory leaders but shift expenditure away
from climate mitigation and other OECD recommendations into buttressing coal and gas mines and
plants. Regrettably that also entangled the ALP through its regional and priority carbon
commitments

•

Gibbons proposed to the then Rockdale mayor a special way to approach the redevelopment of the
Brighton-le-Sands precinct on Botany Bay which led to famous proposals to re-create the famous
Baths but incorporating underwater car parks, a pier with public open cinema especially for world
sporting events, and in-beach exercise and catering facilities. The incoming Labor mayor sacked all
consultants including probity advisor and tried to replicate the program through staff. That was an
infamous failure

•

Another example is a neat transit solution using the boys’ own Personal Rapid Transportation
notion but really being based on technology implemented around the world including at Heathrow
Airport (“ULTra”). I was given permission by ARUP to use their winning submission for perway at
Bath and applied the concept at the Bondi Beach and the Broadway/SydUni precincts where
additional roadspace cannot be found and congestion and parking stresses are at maximum
levels. It would work if transport ministers would listen but local addictions to the former trams
recrudesced through the Liberal Party, wasting money and time.

Berejiklian centralised land use with transport planning, defining instruments then reviewing/applying
them, land taxation including shifting risk from developers to ratepayers, and Cabinet-level Budget
allocation, with Lucy Turnbull the PM’s wife, within her Department, with not one journalist nor politician
realising what was going going on – what I called “the quasi-fascist NSW Inc”.
Here is what went right off the rails in governance terms, all consistent with Albanese’s 2008 model, the
internalisation of policy processes in backroom lobbying and profiteering:
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5 July The following Update of 4 July is relevant but Chalmers' conflicted positions, with fiduciary and
probity duties as Treasurer which he performs selectively, and crony of the LNP chief corrupter and
suppressor of integrity Kennedy, are bursting at the seams.
These images indicate a massive Albanese challenge with yesterday's sequestration of the 2022
Budget integrity - as I did to Frydenberg and Kennedy and they dropped their pants and squealed.
Other ministers are entangled in their silence as this crisis evolved including Catherine King and the
Attorney General Mark Dreyfus:
I have to add that the PM’s promise to “end the shameful toleration for corruption” which dominated the
backroom exclusion of society and experts has been compromised to the point that only my solution to the
deep blood stains can expiate the foule pestilence of plagiarism.
There are few examples of plagiarism as gross as in my case (below) and a well-deserved slap to the
Economics Society and Brookings for ignoring that and the real challenges, Warwick stuck to commissioned
macroeconomic modelling of employment models as he explained to me:

UPDATE 4 July 2022 Treasurer Chalmers has followed Kennedy too far
This note went to the PM at 4 pm after the treasurer had plenty of notice that I would tolerate no further
Morrisonic malevolence:
Budget note to PM Albanese
You could not expect to get away with being an “integrity reform government” and continue the
vicious, malevolent and corrupt behaviour Kennedy showed in the LNP and still is showing. Why
Jim has abandoned my betterment approach and great ideas for you only he can explain, ha!
NB I am just as forensically critical of your shoot from the hip approach to projects as I was of
Turnbull’s, Baird’s, Berejiklian’s and Frydenberg’s, and your own in the past such as
Moorebank. Examples I am giving include the nuclear submarines and ancillary facilities, HST
replacement (my model is the only one feasible as Tim agreed), and carbon
mitigation/renewables. I want all to succeed but believe the current approach will fail yet again.
I want you to stop torturing me but do want to serve you vigorously and faithfully as in my
correspondence and deed. The attached file might seem simple but there is massive
documentation behind it.
No Federal Budget has followed the iA and iNSW (Greiner) flow charts and also none have followed
my award-winning methodology.
Critical failures have been gifting without justification (metros, Parra trans, Inland Rail etc), and
absence of
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•
•
•
•

stakeholder consultation,
affirmation through audit checks,
professional economic analyses (as in Council on the Cost of Government, “Economies and
Efficiencies of Urban Transport” (RG © ), and
engineering certifications.

Websites where Budget information is held are below (it is your responsibility to avoid copyright
breaches)* and note that policy promises like nuclear submarines and carbon mitigation/renewables
are unsatisfactory if made without due diligence as much as were Turnbull’s and Morrison’s carparks
and fast trains - the PM said he would change so that is a challenge direct to him:
•
•
•

Sydneyimprovementpolitics.com
Stimulus-stupidity.com
Sydneybetrayals.me

Books are at www.kobo.com as you are well aware. This document is an overview and readers are
to note well
The Budget methodology is award-winning and my own ©
The needs and gap analyses are mine as published* ©
The ethics behind gifting and continuing cronyism are corrupt and will be referred to Fed ICAC as
necessary but that must be avoided -note that plagiarism is now reported as corrupt under ICAC
guidelines as set out in the 3rd website
You will have my full co-operation if (Jim had) observe my deed terms by 4 pm or as otherwise
agreed. If this goes badly, I will continue the approach that brought Frydenberg to his knees.
Cruelty
The health impacts I have experienced are detailed in the Introduction. It is impossible to over-estimate the
avoidable damage to individual and communities if my efforts to re-introduce “rule of law” had been
listened to. In all cases the NSW and Federal ALPs were appeasing damaging decisions especially over the
National Cabinet and laughable NCCC. Journalists bear a large proportion of the “blame” as their efforts
were toxic as well as counter-influential at preparatory, deliberative and implementation phases of
wasteful, damaging and ineffectual “shiny toy” and land taxation tools and projects.
Here are some quotes and links and I refer you back to recent send as well re positive offerings you are
losing which increases the credibility gap – rejecting is a step further than ignoring and the “shameful
tolerance for corruption”.
Mon 11th July 2.52 pm
Subject: Tim – request for urgent mediation
Further to this morning‘s email, I am now taking
action under the bullying guidelines from the ALP,
conspiracy or intent to defraud, conspiracy or intent
to deny common law rights parallel with mandamus,
stupid positions and
decisions cf https://sydneybetrayals.me/aussiedemocracy-dies-in-darkness-about-deceit/ and
related pages, cruelty to children small animals and
my family, Kennedy/Jim acting exactly like
Frydenberg, and you as at https://sydneybetrayals.me/albanese-setting-up-integrity-but-can-he/ acting like
Morrison.
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You are p’ing away my great ideas same as LNP cretins. Advices how out in all directions to harmed
interests. Ignore me again if you want to return to pots boiling over
Coming, Kennedys epithet, the “bent gun”: Kennedy cheated and drew first but missed, Gibbons took his
time and nailed them both with one shot. Parties in conflict include your ministers, agencies and DP&C
June 27 to ALP Parliamentarians:
The Prime Minister rightly promised an end to the shameful practice of tolerance of corruption.
I have made so many efforts to get the Prime Minister to accept an extremely valuable package
but a key element is the expiation of criminal abuse of my rights and of my life, which you are
aware of and have remained silent. I do not want to post what I have about ALP performance and
that of individual officers except for Kennedy.
Why cannot Jim at positively and responsibly? I asked that he replied by midnight after failing so
many times to even acknowledge, just like Morrison, so that’s where it rests, it’s bang bang if Jim
does not ring me first thing in the morning

To ALP Parliamentarians post PM June 22
You and Australia with me, I'll help as I can with climate and energy and the Newcastle model of postcarbon revival and the rest including smart solutions for cities and regions. smile on me please with
these
1. Save the Children and kids’ hunger and poverty charities
2. Beanies for Brain Cancer, Mark Hughes Foundation, they raised $2.3 m before COVID so I offered
them two of those which would have met a real gap - double bastardry by LNP
3. Police Legacy Wall to Wall, NSW & Victoria x 2 years
4. Men of League
5. Marie Bashir Institute
6. My special mission from 1972 - National Institute to Remember Forgotten Heroes
7. Tim Fisher projects including world first pure sustainable train (better than Byron) - rejected by Mike
Cannon-Brookes who wastes money everywhere else
8. Set-up of an indigenous women's' NRL team attached to a mainstream club as is the practice attacked by V'Landys as Berejiklian's buddy, shows the oceans-deep malice
9. About 8,000-strong indigenous landcare program in teams of 100 to reduce fire risks in major (1,000
sq m) tranches over an initial 10 years - Aboriginal ministers Wyatt then Burney have been unfair and
incompetent in plagiarising the notion
10. Rollout of 10 fireproof demonstration homes deliberately suppressed especially with 2019's savage
fires, repeated in Western Australia
11. My family
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Thievery

J'accuse, this page looks at behaviours and correspondence in order to see which factors apply to whom.
One form of thievery is suppressing good work which previous governments would have paid for. The
factors are:
•

thievery through avarice or jealousy

•

cowardice, small ego, insufficient self-esteem to admit to superior judgement, scared of disciple for
listening to wrong person

•

corruption, a pre-determination to close eyes and ears to fairness and logic, refusal to follow
protocols such as to acknowledge inbounds

•

subservience, gives obeisance to a superior, weak character, likes treats when praised

•

fascist, gives preference to the state over citizens, does not respect democracy and human rights,
tendency to violence and/or slamming the door rather than hear righteousness or INTEGRITY,
denying me MY MONEY so as to kill me

Three cases come to mind but over 20 are mentioned in the following:
1.

In 2009 the RTBU commissioned me to do work which I completed to their expressed satisfaction
but Lewocki and Claassens conspired to deprive me of the unpaid balance of my contract. PM
Albanese failed to exercise influence to recover that money (with interest and compensation for
duress etc)

2. The NSW Government stole my “economy” ideas for the Bankstown Metro and deliberately
sterilised my case for “the best idea in 100 years”, the CBD/innerwest transit solution + the Goanna
Transit Bridge + the Greater Sydney Commission’s planning approach - all as documented here and
on parallel websites - Perrottet then removed the project details from Budget documents –
illegitimately – to disguise the compensation amount and SMH journalist Matt O’Sullivan published
a deceitful series of stories supporting Perrottet and Berejiklian and camouflaging my case
3. The Turnbull and Morrison Governments using Kennedy stole my “public affairs” consulting value
over the Covid response phases and the successive Ministers for Aboriginal Affairs stole by national
fire risk reduction program concepts in the Rangers context
Take a piece of string, starting at say 1 May 2022 and the other on 6 July, including May 21's election, and
see which promises have been kept and which dismissed with contempt.
A word of advice, 3 months ago I emailed Albo and asked if he would follow precedent and common if
not statutory law and honour debts incurrent by predecessors? He did not reply and the concern arose
because he refused to act on the blatant theft of my work under contract by the Rail Union in 2009 - he
would not prejudice their voting support versus justice.
Jim increased my resentment that JIM'n'Albo will not give me my money, MY MONEY, so I can recover
my life after 8 years of fascist-inflicted homelessness, stress and starvation leading to urgent
hospitalisation with three critical conditions. I want to care for myself, my family, and nominated
beneficiaries such as Save the Children, Police Legacy and support for brain cancer sufferers.
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I accuse Jim'n'Albo of cruelty, abuse, corruption and stupidity for not even considering a clever VALUE
PROPOSITION that is to mutual and national benefit. As with previous errors they have refused to OECD
and Charter of Budget Honesty "repair", they are to be held accountable:

Precursors – all with detailed documentation
1. There have been some 20-25 instances of NSW and Federal Governments filching work I have done
over some 9 years on my “Save Sydney” suite of policies as well as during the Coronavirus crises
and in Federal Budget and MYEFO shenanigans (violating my "public affairs consultancy" roles).
2. Mike Baird started a vindictive pattern of bias and brickwall recusals when I sought compensation
for the first and for work the then Opposition had commissioned in 2010. That produced a clear
statement in writing to his lawyers, uncontested, that I would pursue my case on “political and
moral suasion” platforms, but without any response, leading to denouement
3. Berejiklian maintained that prejudicial malice as Minister, Treasurer and Premier, as did Malcolm
Turnbull during 2015 over ReviveBlueMountains and greyhounds reform
4. A formal offer of constructive settlement went to Baird and Turnbull in December 2015, with
iterations and supplements (such as “iA Rescue Plan”) in Jan and Oct ’16, Jan and several more in
’17, and Oct ’18 and others. None, not one, was acknowledged or replied to. The bete noir was
Stephen Kennedy
5. Then PM Morrison stopped short of dealing with my issues as part of his “barnacle” words, leading
to a MYEFO which deliberately confirmed two dreadful blunders in his 2018 Budget. Lobbies remain
dominant. Neither the PM or Treasurer even replied to my efforts to save their reputations. The
Treasurer ignored my “Christmas special” deal. All Coalition MsP and Cabinet Members were
advised in late 2018 of my imminent intention to finalise in public this pernicious unfairness. None
replied. (There had been previous expositions.)
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6. The Morrison Government was wedded to Berejiklian and so must face shared
consequences. Personal costs have added to the deferred support to Save the Children Fund and
bushfire safe housing, regional economic revivals, and tributes to “forgotten reform heroes” across
Australia. There has been no sign that the addressees had any social awareness or commitment.
7. Issues of “Save Sydney” from generalised broken promises such as “bust congestion” and
“affordable housing” (especially the CBD Traffic Oasis and Goanna Transit Bridge); and inept and
corrupted decisions which damage NSW and its cities and regions, are separate from IP theft, so are
being pursued simultaneously. (The same congestion and related issues have been raised in
Victoria, with the Fed Ministers and agencies being deskilled, misreading the tea leaves.)
PM&C & Agencies
Two early emails to Professor Davis were posted in full in the Albanese webpage at sydneybetrayals.me.
There has been no reply to those and other webmails plus copies to his media team (there is no corporate
email address point which is incredible but typical of Gaetjens.)
Prof Davis
You’ve been there I think two months now and I’ve seen no sign of action as integrity rapidly
disintegrates with Jim imminently facing a public accusation of corrupt conduct:
Suppress medical imperatives
Suppress national interest and intergenerational equity
Suppress integrity, smokescreen politics, same decrepit staff
Tanya being sued
Jim perverting budget process same way Kennedy did
Conspiracies, BCA decrepitude and vice
Accumulated detritus including submarines & metro, trams, waste
Albo record of evasion of protocols, options and cost effectiveness
Said he would change and has shown that he has the same perversions
Appeasement, ignore breaches of equity and integrity
Evolving into Morrison and Frydenberg
Smiling face overseas, snarling domestically
Variable application of integrity, on/off is hypocrisy
Direct appointments instead of merit reviews esp Health and Treasury
Weak ministerial leadership
Cruelty and disregard for human rights while preaching them overseas
Agencies are well known to be de-authorised in the upper echelon decisionmaking circles. Gerry Gleeson’s
Spann Oration in 2010 contains two apposite quotes which bear on this observation. (That applies to
Labor’s Albanese who was still pursuing a High Speed Train model which perished in the last Ice Age):
“There appears to be a lack of capacity in Departments and more importantly across the Government
for strategic policy and review. This in turn leads to the excessive use of private consultants .....
Front Line Challenges
PM Albanese’s first measuring stick was “integrity” against which had to be counted as his history as a
minister, the indelible stain of IP theft and brutality, and the policy challenges of
Climate Crimes
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Climate Crimes
Joe Biden looked to be a good prospect on several fronts so I approached him openly and honestly. I saw a
win-win: he wanted Morrison to lift his game and seemed courageous. I wanted him to leverage up climate
into our human rights crises, lay Morrison on the mat then jump on him.
I did a lot of work and didn’t get a cooee but watched Biden help Morrison (and Albanese) with Cormann
and then rip Aus off to get even with the (predicted lunacy) of ATM/PM/ Dutton, after Cornwall and
especially Glasgow. There is much meat in the following, at the tail is a major piece of thinking on Covid and
climate, all ignored and suppressed.
Here are some pointers as
•

current politicians are unsure of the science: they make bold statements about 43% reductions in
carbon emissions by 2030 but promote increased carbon exploration, mining and processing
against scientific and economic logic (a hot topic on ABC Insiders on 17 July 2022)

•

current politicians like PM Albanese, Chris Bowen (Climate), Penny Wong (Foreign) and Tanya
Plibersek (Environment) have been assuring the Northern Australian and Pacific Islanders that we
have their best interests at heart, definitely going to contribute to […], where the science says we
can’t lower ocean levels until we can stop the waters from rising

•

the ALP in government remains inclined, if not committed, to allowing mining to continue in
traditional “blue collar” regions and are not committed to Newcastle-style rapid transfer to “new
economy” sourcing and manufacture. The anal financial approach being taken currently by the
Treasury in saving on medical aids while boosting carbon companies, is inimical to an investmentdriven wave of community prosperity.

There are no signs of the skills of the NSW Energy Minister of the 1980s, Peter Cox, who started energy
conservation in Australia but not through ideological interventions, through appropriate independent
inquiries and technologies with community engagement. He taught me well as seen in Newcastle’s
remarkable turnaround.
Australia’s particular target is the Biden & Kerry team at the top of the US food chain, with the Cold War
Warrior Anthony Blinken. Aussies like the pats on the head but leave the cheque books open for submarine
voodoo which undermines intergeneration potentials. Morrison manipulated the states and territories but
Albanese welcomed then kept the “national cabinet” which is a fraud. We give one message to our citizens
and Islands neighbours but move contrary-wise in reality.
Morrison, Cormann, the “National Covid-19 Coordination Commission” and Angus Taylor were carbon
ideologues:
Importance of balance and competency in recovering from de-carbonisation and marching strongly
into the future which the Coalition and Labor have not done before and are relying on inexpert and
inexperienced political appointees:
On 25 May’20 this email was sent to Ministers in the Morrison Government, it set the pace (past tense
conversion avoided, please note last years!):
Nev and his fertiliser plan and gas pipelines are not “within the next few months” and are to be
referred to a reformed iA.
NCCC is not to duplicate work and it is, repair has been written out and NCCC has failed already
to be independent enough to “repair”.
So here are three immediate ideas I have not shared with Nev and am passing on this platform
for copyright reasons:
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1.

Pressure put on families and institutions through Zoom needs 1) subsidies for download
limits & costs, backdated, and 2) upgrades in homes and institutions

2. Best integrated stimulus is $2 billion for van parks for road and drainage upgrades but not
under wastrels McCormack or Barilaro : pavements, drains and GPTs - obvious, duh
3. 3rd pensioner payment to take us to the US level (I forced the 2nd)
Can PM Morrison listen? Seems not. I wish he could.
He steals these and …, Nev is not experienced in these matters and has alienated me so far, not
smart.
Cormann had a weak record as Finance Minister, his accounts having reflected Abbott’s, Turnbull’s and
Morrison’s erraticism. It was hard to believe he could contribute to the G7 framework agreement on
harmonisation of international corporate taxation, the UN and OECD having done the hard work with the
woman who lost the appointment to Cormann by one vote, Biden’s.
You will recall there was widespread disbelief at Cormann’s candidature including by Ritchie Merzian,
Australia’s former lead on negotiating climate adaptations and targets from 2009 to 2018. At all stages of
his previous campaigns against carbon taxes, renewables, targets and economic recovery, Cormann walked
hand-in-hand with his treasurers, Morrison and Frydenberg, and led on tax disincentives for renewables.
All three had been under my sustained attack for professional, moral and corruption failures, including long
lines of lies, excuses, broken promises and cruelty against victims and reformers, including this analyst
whom they plagiarised, and more disciplined and successful State Premiers (“dog whistling” in Trump
style). Nothing could be more surprising than the three put their heads together subsequently, in Paris.
Cormann’s faux-reversal on 26 September 2019 was via the usual churnalism mode, the Australian Financial
Review - “Anyone who genuinely cares about achieving outcomes, not just political-point scoring, would
actually want to lower some of the shouting up of the debate and focus on talking about how we can
achieve the best possible outcomes”.
No he isn’t, he is in denial through distraction, setting up a convoluted path through the silos within the UN
and OECD.
There was no substance. He had said that the proposed framework on carbon pricing would be a technical
forum and multilateral negotiation in a gradual process. That sounds like it will be ready by COP36.
The same rag has a full-colour “power profile” on Cormann on 1 October, part of the same Carbon Club PR.
Morrison also on 26 September through the Nine mastheads: bring my government together to get a plan
that we can take to the Australian people and say, “we can deal with this, we can do this, but we can do it
without having to tax people, we can do it without having to shut down our industries and regions. I’m a
patient person when it comes to getting things right”.
Morrison was desperate to distract attention from the failure of his vaccine acquisition program and the
likely disastrous effects of premature reopening of orders and dropping of restrictions when vaccination
levels reached 70% of adults. Sydney was in massive crisis under the lunatic Premier Berejiklian, Morrison’s
political partner (later enemy), both refusing to listen to medical and economic advice.
In that time frame Frydenberg said the cost of damage from not meeting the climate challenge would be
too high. He told the Guardian Australia, “the deliberations were ongoing. We are having lots of internal
conversations - I can’t say any more than that”.
All these events happened after the correspondence which all were aware of, which anticipated systematic
forensic attack on the credibility of the Australian politicians. Unfortunately attack is the word because
they have stolen from me and hurt victims, women, my family and Australia.
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Australians were horrified to see that the first person Morrison met when he landed in New York was
Rupert Murdoch, alleged architect of ongoing anti-vaccination and anti-restrictions street violence.
President Biden announced with p.m. Johnson, that Australia was dropping its submarine contract with
France and shifting to acquiring American nuclear submarines.
That produced the anticipated avalanche of complaints, not only in Europe but within Australia as it
increases regional tensions and negates Cormann’s potential to bring Asia closer to OECD. Worse
appearances and Biden appease Morrison in April and onwards while he was developing his secret plan,
mollifying Morrison.
In this confusion of issues, the three actors have reverted to type, namely deceit and intensifying the
negative effects of their mistakes - refusing to repair. The consequences are falling widely
This is the tale of how Biden had the chance to exercise leadership but reverted to self-interest. Right up
front I say I offered him my templates to speed state and regional adaptation in America; but he threw the
money at them and said do you darndest so that they have to each engage consultants where my
templates would have saved months and millions.
9 April 2021 to Jim Kerry +(paraphrased in minor respects):
URGENT: using my materials before and at 22 April, to your advantage and mine, to
I have attached a technical manual comprising six appendices which briefly state the background to this
letter:
1.

The truth about bushfires & continental warming which showed Morrison to be a bastard to fire chiefs,
farmers, environmental groups, Paris targets; add his own ignorance of my/his continent. It includes
“hard carbon” hypocrisy, a refusal to mitigate

2. Corona economics and the Murray/Gibbons Template for stable medico-economic continuity as “local
solutions to local problems” or UK-style Localism as espoused by Next City and other liberal US
thinktanks
3. Corona management responses and failures including the failure of “national cabinet”, unjust
superannuation, education and welfare impositions, the latter after Morrison’s own “RoboDebt”
cruelty. Community cohesion, reduction of debt, elimination of waste (“budget repair”), mitigation of
climate change and intelligent system design where Morrison’s is worst-possible, are included
4. Infrastructure directions which contradict climate change mitigation and reduce revival and
productivity improvements, in total denial of OECD recommendations (as with welfare impositions).
Gross gifting to cronies and buddies is rampant.
5. Media distortions which corrupt public attitudes and conceal governmental corruption and
incompetence
6. Web references to my work in the many areas and career achievements are listed there.
After a lifetime of making constructive contributions to my city and country in company with great
Australians, I find that the strata of governance, business, academe and journalism have lost their moral
and prudential integrity.
I have spent the last decade preparing my swansong, the “Save Sydney” suite of 360o reforms. That is
documented on four websites, in several book-length downloads and the comprehensive EDDINGTON
BEDROCK: FROM CHRISTIE TO GREINER TO GIBBONS. All are being suppressed apart from the thieving cherrypicking of Intellectual Property.
I would be grateful if you would arrange for a senior staffer to hear my case before the Antipodean
nonsense careens further out of control. Australia, the only “leader” to not condemn Trump’s insurrection,
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and the UK need an extraneous “shock” if they are to join the world community in sustainable societal,
climate and economic directions:
1.

Pressure Australia’s Scott Morrison to be honest, committed and accountable in pursuit of climate
change mitigation and employment and social equity, such is the potency of my work as
demonstrated from 2016 to now when I forced changes (not yet paid for) and

2. Force Morrison to pay me for what he and his and have stolen from me which led to the deaths of c
4,000 children in slavery and misery, and rising.
We have the same specific values and problems and personal extensions, such as for me 8,000 Aborigines
trained and equipped to reintroduce traditional fire risk reductions – versus Morrison who has deliberately
increased mental and dwelling stress and done nothing good to reduce fire risk – in fact he cancelled the
order for aerial fire tankers.
Hopefully together we will achieve solutions. I have prepared a Briefing on Australian Carbon & Stimulus
CRISES - Reality or Pretence ? for you and the President, as a consolidated either/or set of
problems/solutions.
It is critical that either the President or you ring Morrison ASAP on the basis of our negotiation over these
options, in order of my preference:
1.

He stops holding back the money he and Berejiklian stole so I can get on with my agenda, Morrison
being substantially responsible for the deaths to date of c 4,000 children in misery and slavery; also
committing to openly discussing my options and potential solutions – the incentive being Morrison
will not be uninvited

2. The two 50-page documents be sent quietly to the OECG executive personnel and the Paris
secretariat (M Tubiana et al) with a similar message – payment to me being primary after 13 years of
plagiarism and theft from my family
3. Send same to all invitees to the 22nd Summit with a crisis note – Australia must pull back its
manipulations
4. US pay for a suitable adaptation of my work as a case study and then push further on Morrison and
OECD. I believe my work to be the first of a truly forensic nature
5. Raise concerns about OECD governance and policies, the implication being funding conditions,
and/or
6. I proceed but with Mr Kerry’s help with contact details – I am proceeding hard if there is no other
solution.
That will exercise leverage of rare potency.
Morrison has a heavy load of ethical, diplomatic, economic and general governance issues to repair in line
with OECD’s guidelines and no time to waste, as explained by in your speeches and me in my publication
program, for example
•

Border Wars and the Murray/Gibbons Template for community resilience and other local solutions
(so relevant as Morrison has just realised after resisting for 6 years) in the face of repeating cycles
of coronavirus

•

The current positioning of Australia and its links with the UK through Messrs Sharrock and
Cormann, being contrary to the OECD’s path to date

•

The imminent If Christ Came to Canberra which detonates the myth of the Canberra Bubble and
replaces it with Morrison’s and Qanon’s psychoses. This gets very seriously into regime change
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•

Progressive exposes of the underlying corruption of the carbon agenda by corporates and cliques
within Australia’s minerals industries. The Briefing has the full text of a letter sent on 5 November
2020 to International agencies – there have been no replies.

You might have seen my letter to Mr Biden and the 50 pages of 6 appendices which covered the range of
governance issues, whereas this Briefing delves more deeply into politics and political decrepitude,
including of the fused Morrison/Berejiklian HK infrastructure conspiracy and the threatened perversion of
OECD’s leadership. (The main text of that letter is at the foot of this email.)
Morrison is a disaster for Australia as is the most destructive politician in history, his fused ally as Premier
(Governor) of New South Wales, Gladys Berejiklian. I believe they are conspiring to defer coal moratoria
and thence reductions in their usual way of ignoring critics until they have lost interest. Morrison is
incredibly insensitive, his wife tells him what to do, then he bounces back to default incredibly quickly, so
nothing changes.
Reminiscent of Trump, a noted journalist and historian John Birmingham wrote today, .
That flop dick goat rodeo was already morphing into a disaster with the promised four million
doses missing-in-action as of a week ago, the PM’s goons blaming the states, the PM blaming the
EU, the states swearing a blood oath to defend each other against these vile slurs, and the EU
straight up blading ScoMo as a teller of untruths whose trousers had combusted.
So of course he defaults to his bogus operandi of blame shifting and back stabbing when it becomes
obvious his only vaccine rollout strategy is staring out the window, whining, “Where the bloody hell are
ya?”
Hubris — masked as charisma or charm — is often mistaken for leadership mojo according to Tomas
Chamorro-Premuzic
. And while you might recoil from finding anything the Prime Minister does charismatic or charming, you’re
not the audience. The 68% of male voters who approve of his handling of the Brittany Higgins horror show
are. Where by ‘approve’ I mean ‘enjoy’, and by handling I mean something worse.
It is my intention and belief that my work can break the chains just as If Christ Came to Chicago did in 1894.
I have been the main driver of innovation in NSW since 1971, and the main victim of their crypto-fascist
predations since 2008. It happens I am an eminent economist, political scientist and historian (including of
Chicago), introduced energy conservation in NSW under my boss the Minister for Minerals & Energy, and
led the revival of Newcastle City on the close of steelmaking. I introduced energy labelling of white goods
and social vouchers for energy bills via welfare NGOs. There’s a lot more.
I used the time of exile to prepare forensic economic, pol sci and historical critiques and innovative
solutions to the main problems in my purview.
To add insult to injury, Morrison engineered one of his Hard Carbon and Budget advocates, Cormann, into
the top job at OECD, whose recovery guidelines had made great sense but which had been contradicted by
Morrison and his Cabinet. Morrison and Cormann as well as Frydenberg neutered the financing of
renewables solutions and OECD’s “climate change mitigation” and other education and like elements, and
are to be condemned.
It is said the Morrison OECD line was opposition to carbon pricing across European borders as he had
opposed it within Australia and as the UK PM has lately been doing. (Morrison had made fairy-tale
promises to try to avoid blame over the failure of his unbelievable statements on multiple sources and
massive quantities of vaccine only to fail – he “blamed” Boris Johnson who bit back! ) The SMH again acted
as cheerleaders.
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The thesis here is that that Morrison’s and Berejiklian’s “gifting” culture (including to Trump’s personal
wallet), which includes executive de-skilling and journalistic churnalism, effectively neutered Australia’s
chances of minimising the impacts of the carbon crisis and Novel Coronavirus pandemic (COVID-19). Now
the challenge is to repair the blunders and accelerate “improvement stimulus” which will see Australia
becoming more internationally responsible, more equitable, more prosperous, and cleaner and safer to live
in.
PM Morrison’s smugness is false bravado: he has not yet started genuine stimulus including carbon
mitigation. Treasurer Frydenberg will not listen and continues blunders and corrupt plagiarism. He and his
peers reject responsibility and chronically “blame the victims”. From the start they denigrated local
governance including Health and now are embarrassed.
It’s worse than that, Frydenberg and Mathias Cormann were confronted with my 2019 version of my
Malenomics package which unpeeled three years of their errors but they hid – they cancelled MYEFO,
deferred the Budget, deferred Parliament, cancelled 2 weeks of Parliament, and deceived themselves into
more “gifting” tranches. “The Emperor has no clothes”. That they got further into trouble was no surprise
but that they oppose repair of their blunders is catastrophic. Most media are entangled through
proprietors’ political and commercial connections and they have misinterpreted and ignored a damaging
climacteric. These factors were ignored by OECD and IMF in their surveys.
Professor Christian Downie published “Genuine about climate action, Mr Cormann? Here’s how to turn over
a new leaf” on 21 March 2021 in The Conversation:
From 2013 to 2020, Cormann was finance minister in the Abbott-Turnbull-Morrison governments –
an administration with arguably one of the worst records on climate change of any OECD
government.
Just last week, Australia ranked last on a list of the world’s 50 largest economies for “green”
spending to aid economic recovery after the COVID pandemic, according to a United
Nations report.
The litany of the Coalition’s indictments is too long to list in full here. But dubious highlights include:
•
•
•

abolishing Labor’s carbon price in 2014
abolishing the Climate Commission
unsuccessfully seeking to kill off the Clean Energy Finance Corporation.

And Cormann has also discouraged the climate action of others. For example, in 2017
he described Westpac’s lending restrictions on coal projects as “very, very disappointing”.
The OECD itself has condemned Australia as “one of the most carbon-intensive OECD countries and one of the
few where greenhouse gas emissions (excluding land use change and forestry) have risen in the past decade”.
It is not hard to see why many around the globe lobbied against Cormann’s new appointment, including the
British Labour Party.

There is an uncanny parallel: in 1930 Frydenberg’s muse Joseph Scullin brought Sir Otto Niemeyer
out from England to review the National Debt. Just as I am doing, ON’s revelations hit the
political world like a sledgehammer (‘bye Baird and Frydenberg). NSW Labor Premier Jack Lang
fell as the events unfolded (the New Guard thugs similar to Murdoch’s street thugs). There are a
few details different but it takes no imagination to see that 1930 and 2020, 90 years apart, are
uncannily similar.
The reality, if ears are uncovered, is that the NLP federal and NSW heads of government and their
Treasurers were and are facing that hubristic cliff. Labor any smarter?
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The Governments ignore, even suppress, the solutions which the Australian people should have the
opportunity to understand and discuss, including new budgetary processes to assist with “targeted and
proportionate” (which the Government has been unable to achieve) and to save lives; and the impediments
to that, being the people and processes including in the Coalition Governments in Canberra and Sydney & the
National Cabinet and NCCC.
This has been such a long and hard road with massive disappointment that my peer-reviewed solutions
were contaminated by distinctly conflicted persons, as seen on sydneyimprovementpolitics.com.

SOCIAL COHESION, STRONGER CARBON FUTURES & MEDICO-ECONOMIC STABILITY
THROUGH THE CORONAVIRUS CRISES

15 February 2021
Australia features savage fires which showed up PM Morrison’s basic inability to respond and his malice in
denying rebuilding aid and cancelling aerial fire bombers, denial of climate change then incompetence and
dithering, and grandiose promises which were cruelly and invariably broken; and add Britain’s catastrophic
mishandling of COVID-19 and Brexit by a maverick PM. That was also Morrison’s path regarding Novel
Coronavirus.
Trump we know about. Trump = Johnson = Morrison & team, all without science and rationale, with
vilification followed by taking credit for others’ achievements, protected by Murdoch’s doctrinaire
mastheads and by “political appointees” in an Australian system lacking even US-style protections. They
stopped my efforts in May ’20 to save 800,000 jobs. They have made Australia’s laggard carbon and corona
performances even more elephantine….
Now Morrison and his entire Cabinet ignore criticism, cement-in mishaps so their real “clients” cannot be
disappointed, and penalise everyone in the community who ask for different carbon, corona, tax, welfare
or other “public interest” directions, with awful consequences including for victims of bushfires. These
statements are surreal for me, not in my worst dreams could I have conjured up a Berejiklian or Morrison
and certainly not the twin set.
Morrison and his anti-lockdown allies whipped-up Trump-like vituperation against his community critics to
the point Police had to provide protection to several families including the Victorian Premier’s
(“governor”). Trump asked for and was gifted Australian dollars for himself and for his Mars escape.
Morrison is also captured by the evangelical Hillsong “church” to which he has gifted public money to, $44
million plus which is illegal.
PMs Johnson and Morrison remain in denial but worse, are stuck in cycles of ego-based cruel hubris, selfdeception & public betrayal, rejecting the “public interest” in favour of vested interests. They care not about
citizens in current and future generations.
Morrison is manipulated by evangelical snake oil salesmen and was gauche in lying to you about “his”
contact tracing successes and to OECD about the supposed merits of the “hard-carbon mercenary”, Mathias
Cormann.
He is incapable of introspection or contrition as shown in his address to Australia’s National Press Club on 1
February 2021 and is appeasing his “hard carbon” factions in steadfast contradiction to Cormann’s deceitful
presentations.
By the end of July 2020, the “National Cabinet” and the National COVID-19 Coordination Commission had
produced no stimulus ideas, just a set of school-standard “guides”, and controversy about bias to carbon
fuels and especially gas which was said to be in surplus supply anyway. They are under the thumb: the line
report is to Philip Gaetjens who is directed by PM Morrison (and vice versa). Not only is there no
independence, there is no expertise. This is the perfect combination in a system that supresses all external
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influences so that El Supremo’s every wish is met, no matter how perverse is. The mechanisms, tentacles,
can be seen in every context.
President Biden, you are on the way to achieving “repair” in these critical areas and to smooth the way for
recalcitrants to join the mainstream of nations who acknowledge the imperatives of carbon and corona
reform. Your “orders” are in direct contradistinction to Morrison’s attitude I hope to brief your advisors,
initially on streams within G20 and OECD, re the MURRAY/GIBBONS “COMMUNITY RESILIENCE” MODEL, in
conjunction with experts in the UK situation. I recognised the likelihood of corona recrudescence (I am an
historian of bubonic plague), so focussed on re-engineering “pathways” in society to make travelling as well
as residing more safe. My work has been suppressed by the Australian “national cabinet” which is under
Morrison’s thumb and which I judge to have failed.
The prospect is of exercising informed and creative influence on the two PMs as part of global harmonisation
– urgently! In short, there are two points to this letter:
1.

Using my extensive and intensive work on solutions in the OECD integrated or holistic framework over
many years but especially the universally-relevant “Murray River/Gibbons Model” of medico-economic
resilience, which Morrison is suppressing Redressing distortions introduced by the conniving Morrison
Government and its state, corporate and media villains, which you have detected, I believe, so as to
raise America’s leadership status in appropriate ways in line with OECD recommendations which
include social support, community resilience and “budget repair”, and climate change mitigation, all of
which Morrison has rejected. Morrison has done everything he can to wreak revenge on fire chiefs,
farmers and victims who regarded his performance a year ago as laggardly and abusive.; and on aged
care units, universities and public schools, as did Trump.

The illustration of evil “malenomics” was in July 2020 when Morrison cancelled food and accommodation
stimulus and Berejiklian collapsed the tourism zone of the Murray River economy – thus smashing SMEs in
“tourism” across the country but especially where I live (and for that reason). The Victorian Premier turned
that into a triple whammy when he clumsily included the disease-free “green zone” in his latest lockdown. I
have stated my disagreement with that approach in appendix 2.
The Business Council of Australia and the hotel and catering lobbies refused to help me to reverse those hits.
I succeeded without help and now question their commitment to the real economy as opposed to Big
Business rorting. That spurred me on in the direction you are driving.

Budget Integrity & Business Summit
The PM and Treasurer announced on June 10 that in September they would convene a 300-person national
summit on “ jobs and skills shortages” regarding “strong, sustainable wages growth”, Treasurer Chalmers
saying he would be “picking the brains of experts on how to solve rising inflation and job vacancies’.
This is obviously merited by itself but the timetable is at odds with the Budget the next month. These
topics should have been solved in Opposition. There are crisis elements documented here and on the
website which require a hard-hitting approach akin to the Newcastle recovery strategy on the
announcement of the closure of steelmaking, applied to economic, climate and COVID planning. (See page
“Corruption & the 30-Minute Club”.)
I am waiting for the PM and Treasurer to lead the response to my much-suppressed national co-operative
re-planning template to integrate responses to climate responses, demographic and migration changes,
natural event crises and frequencies, and waste and inefficiency in existing infrastructure programs with
failure of NSW, Victorian and especially Turnbull/Morrison “$110 billion pipeline” under iA’s separation from
reality.
Such summits produce hundreds of unstructured ideas grouped into themes, very professionally but
reflecting a lack of focus on the real matters which bear on national prosperity, jobs growth and
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remuneration for workers and the disadvantaged. On the latter, there there has been little if any mention
of past summits on social security and industry sector strategies (akin to Button Plans and Newcastle’s
revival), inflation or living costs on metropolitan fringes including tolls, congestion and stress. I am driven
by considerations as:
•

Dysfunctional lack of clarity between stimulus, investment, repair and integration, I have traced the
elements of De-stimulus which relate to such confusion e.g. changes in education budgets and
rejection of childcare and SME support. No government has yet developed a “plan”

•

Governance disintegration which includes the domination of political apparatchiks and conflicted
interests, and a lack of resilience planning such as with bushfires but also Corona, the examples are
literally incredible, but add vicious, temporarily quiet, Trump-like anti-women and anti-climate
prejudices. These are disintegrative if there is such a word

•

Rejection of my significant papers on Budget reconstruction and integrating medicine and
economic stability as Corona moves through its evolution, with unique involvements for local
governments. The community understands the risks but the dominant political clique does not as
Omicron mutations are accelerating

•

Re-balancing business support payments, recovery of greed-grabs by Harvey Norman and deceitful
diversions of Job Seeker by QANTAS and other corporates, due to the incompetent March 2020
legislative packages + need to reform National “Cabinet” into a proper Council

•

The powerhouse states are seeing their revenue prospects fall away but are not cutting back on
wasteful expenditure, NSW in particular is on a literally lunatic path, iNSW recently said focus on
smaller projects but continued the anti-transit Parramatta stub tram and ignored “better ideas” and
cost-saving “budget repairs”

•

Albo HST replacement is sitting there, unloved but why? The alternative would promote regional
prosperity where CLARA and HST would have harmed them.

•

Lack of economic nous in the media and the alienation of university economists and political
scientists as the data series needed for fast responses to changing circumstances are corrupted by
political opportunists like Frydenberg and Kennedy – the Fourth Estate is neutered

•

NSW and Feds ignoring total savings of c $140 billion-plus from better ideas in “Eddington Bedrock:
from Christie to Greiner to Gibbons”, as well as “best transit support” in the world for Nancy Bird
Walton Airport

•

Progressively killing the “best idea for 100 years”, the CBD Traffic Oasis and Transit Boulevard and
the Goanna Transit Bridge with 2 expressnets at its end. NSW Planning Minister Stokes is lying by
progressing the White Bay redevelopment without any transit solution, UGNSW having tried to
steal the Goanna as the only practical transit option for the precinct - Stokes’ shame instead of
negotiating, the fool

•

NSW and others ignoring solutions to the collapse of metro and connex projects from incompetent
engineering and economics, with massive adverse consequences for coming generations (see also
sydneyimprovementpolitics.com/ethics

There is a naïve presumption that manufacturing will be an automatic part of future prosperity. This
has been disproved over many years as China and Korea developed and now India is too. The
Government does not have a John Button and a political-scientist Treasurer needs to listen much more.
The Newcastle recovery process is discussed on associated pages “Treasurer Chalmer’s Performance
2019 – on”, “Do we believe words or actions”, “Albanese’s Unfinished Business”, and “Aussie
Democracy dies in darkness”. The suppression of my work has produced something of a waterfall of
goodies.
The PM also has my proposals offered gratis if the stain can be expiated URGENTLY, to turn around the
business, climate, covid and regionalisation crises:
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The National Strategic Re-Planning Template through a $1.8 billion allocation to iA and acquisition of
specific Intellectual Property covering solutions, for public discussion, on
1.
2.

3.

4.

5.
6.

7.

Demographic shifts associated with population growth, net migration, economic impacts and
financial scenarios, which have changed progressively in the last few years
Bushfire precautions including the re-introduction of the Indigenous bushcare management culture
through a 1-year risk planning, training and facilities investment program, in full consultation with
bushfire communities and local authorities
Stimulus initiatives including incentives for electric vehicles, Expressnets to improve local
accessibility, the Goanna Transit Bridge as adjusted to serve Darling Harbour’s and White Bay’s
transition, and indigenous women’s football
Due diligence protocols associated with linking infrastructure economics & effectiveness, methods
of financing including reducing loan reliance, re-engineering when needed, and community
accessibility as towns and centres evolve
Awareness of history associated with previous plague and influenza pandemics and preparations
for the next …
A special model of medicine/economics management to reduce the need for local shutdowns and
which better prepares communities for resilience strategies with local and state/territory agencies –
to be marketed in other countries once readied
Community engagement through providing better data for “targetting” and “focussing”,
placement and operation of fast-response clinics, site readiness through local Standard Operating
Procedures applying to routes, centres and pubs/clubs etc.

Integrity: delays and failures, the threat of reversals
There is a lot of integrity mapping and solutions discussion in these webpages. These tables are more
holistic and are in the manner of a SWOT:

The lack of “due diligence” and management expertise produced this set of stupidities under bushfires and
Coronavirus:
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Current confusions & conflicts
BORDER WARS:
MORRISON’S FUSED
MALICE WITH
BEREJIKLIAN - based
on subterfuge around
hidden motives

•

•

•
FEDERAL BUDGET:
Morrison’s & Fryberg’s
deferrals are idiotic,
they should face reality
and reduce uncertainty

Capricious
changes in
direction
Failure to follow
through on
announcements
Knee-jerk changes
under criticism –
all undermine
business &
community
confidence

•

Morrison railroading
National Cabinet for Feds
to take over declaration
of city & regional “hot
spots”

He has no idea what that will achieve
He has no commitment to National unity
He has no commitment to “stimulus

Berejiklian is moving the
Murray movement
perimeter back to 50
kms from the 2 km she
dreamt up – now lying
about motives

She has no idea of the medical and economic impacts nor
understands the social interaction aspects (no change in
conditions is proposed)
She has no idea of locality – she mentioned Beechworth which is
well outside the River zone but not Rutherglen which is within

Tourism Minister
Birmingham says Feds
won’t bail out States
who block borders –
aimed at NT &
Queensland but others
included

He has no idea – or simply lies about – the fact that the main
destructor is Berejiklian
He does not understand that not having cases is not the issue, it is
stopping incursions that matters. Morrison / Berejiklian effects ➣

Morrison lazy about
“stimulus” affecting
regions

OECD is being
1.
Cancelled tourism package – put his fragile ego ahead of the
ignored – “urgently
National Interest
2.
Small Business package is 76% under-used according to
review current
Sydney
Improvement
Politics
–
Frydenberg (1 Sept), NSW $10,000 was pathetic
waste” so as to
• SMEs’ continuity
3.
Morrison has forgotten that cafes might be OK but pubs,
reduce debt &
restaurants, clubs & sports venues are depleted, shops are
• LG “localism” data & feedback
maximise stimulus.
trading at low levels
• High
SSENTIAL
Bare
ACKGROUND
: stimulus benefits from “Tourism
• EBetter
options
4. Morrison puts debt “opportunities” back onto SMEs and
Malenomics” package
suppressed including
individuals without any appreciation of financial burdens and
• & Heavy
load of accumulated crap: some issues where Labor
excelled,
some
energy
education,
psychological
uncertainty
& fearLabor appeased
5.
Morrison has dithered abt arts stimulus – no money has gone out
plagiarism
taints they should have criticised, others where they stayed
where
silent.
Some
are still critical and
in a package that has very few short-term (“stimulus”) benefits
integrity

repair is consistent with Integrity

anyway

•

Continuing avoidable commitment to such projects as Sydney metro and Northern Beaches
tollway projects which lack the qualities of a proper planning cycle which is part of protocols
through “Treasury Regs”, Eddington, Greiner, OECD and Newcastle/Detroit recoveries. PM
canthe
be rescuer
OECD and IMFAlbanese
emphasise
need to clean up problems from the past so as to resource the “new

Albanese

economy” (which
will ’15
involve
ongoing
stimulus
and and
social
support), reducereview
debt overhangs
and improve
o Dec
onwards
climate-,
economydemography-based
cycle best-practice
productivity. The Budget
Repair sections
arewere
overviews
oneis massive
issue now
has to
be more
resolved
“confidentiality
contracts”
offeredbut
which
what iA needs
even
than
immediately, and that
a financial
and engineering
crisis initSydney’s
First,(with
the effects of
then,isthe
current head
of Treasury rejected
on 20 Decinfrastructure.
’19 and 18 Oct 2021
contextual
among others, while
his Treasurer’s
andinvestments,
his “$100 billion
pipelines”
Berejiklian’s reliance
on debt,updates),
and the extraordinarily
low returns
from her
show
up in these
and similar Budget elements were calamitous
comparisons (below).
•

Strong emphasis pre-election on Integrity has been selectively applied post-election which is

Continuing, the
suppression
my framework proposal to him which covers a long-Kennedy-suppressed
the
antithesis ofofIntegrity
suppression
of quality(climate
case studies
and adjustments
reform packages*
byexplained
the most previously) is
nation-buildingoandEvident
budget
essential element
change
etc as
significant
long-term
independent
an indelible stain on
his reputation
until
he expiatesCoalition
it but itvictim
also has this quasi-SWOT rationale behind it:
Context of immediate signing of the reform “contract”*, or NOT:
•

Legitimate and smart method through iA. Relief from oppression and cruelty, funding of
major intended societal improvements, linked work with new head of PM & Cabinet who has
an integrity remit, glow on the face of the PM

•

Converse in case of repeated refusals without reason includes appearance of mutual
protection racket by #1 and #2 in Treasury in preventing project reviews in some linked and
some separate career turmoil, leading to retribution over the breaking of election
commitments for Integrity, with continuation of Morrison values of cruelty, corruption and
abuse of victims.
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Positive appearances of “Reform”

Negative appearances of “Rejected”

“Shared”
Positive appearances of “Reform”

“Blame”
Negative appearances of “Rejected”

• “Shared”
PM participates in RG-paid recognition
event for First Responders and front
• PM
participates
in RG-paid
line
staff
in Albury for
Ambo,recognition
Fire,
event
for and
First like
Responders
and the
front
Police,
clinic
units along
line staff
in Albury
for Ambo,
Fire,
Murray.
Might
be repeated
elsewhere
•

•

•

Police, clinic and like units along the
Murray. Might
be repeated
elsewhere
PM announces
anonymous
friend’s

•
•

similar charities
PM announces
the National RePlanning
Trust via the
iA, resources
• PM announces
National Re-to be
Planning
Trust
via iA,
resources
to be
shared
among
States
and
Territories
amongtemplate
States and
Territories
withshared
a common
and
with a common
template
andBudget
specifically
included
in the Oct

•

specifically included in the Oct Budget

Minister Burney announces national
• Minister Burney announces national
program for systemic approach to
program for systemic approach to
Aboriginal
“bushcare”
application
Aboriginal
“bushcare”
applicationof
of
bushfire
risk
reduction
methods,
bushfire risk reduction methods,with
with
about
8,000
jobs
across
States
about
8,000
jobs
across
States&&
Territories
Territories

• Car,
clothes,
house,
nutrition,dental,
dental,
Car,
clothes,
house,
nutrition,
optometry (pay mechanic for Jeep
optometry (pay mechanic for Jeep
work)

work)
•

Partner, daughters, grandkids

•

Repay debts and replace old

•

Partner, daughters, grandkids

•

Repay
debts and replace old
equipment
equipment
• Finish my Thank God for the Plague and

•

•

commitment
to Save
the Children
and
• PM announces
anonymous
friend’s
similar
charities
commitment to Save the Children and

“Private”
“Private”

•

•

Greater
Sydney
books,
andPlague
commission
Finish
my Thank
God
for the
and
seriesSydney
of major
biographies
of
Greater
books,
and commission
Forgotten
(including
series
of majorHeroes
biographies
of Black and
Fitzgerald
as
founders
of
the
ALP and
in
Forgotten Heroes (including Black
1890s)
Fitzgerald as founders of the ALP in
1890s)

Carbon targets and post-2050 continuation of
coal, undermining of five then the sixth
Carbon
targetsclimate
and post-2050
continuation
international
conferences,
angerofof
coal,
undermining
of five
the sixth
Islands
neighbours
andthen
leaders
of the Paris
international
climate conferences, anger of
Accords

“Blame”

•

•

Islands neighbours and leaders of the Paris
Accords
Covid management legislation, described by

leadermanagement
as “good legislation”,
which was
Covid
legislation, described
by sloppy,
illegitimate
and
ineffectual
leader as “good legislation”, which was sloppy,
illegitimate and ineffectual
Appointment of incompetent Finance Minister

and slayer ofofrenewable
projects
the critical
Appointment
incompetent
FinancetoMinister
and
slayerof
ofhead
renewable
projects to the critical
position
of OECD
position of head of OECD

US manipulation of the “PM ATM” Morrison at

•

US
of the “PMover
ATM”
MorrisonofatUSandmanipulation
after G7 in Cornwall
purchase
and
after
G7
in
Cornwall
over
purchase
of US-cf
zone archaic-design nuclear submarines
zone archaic-design nuclear submarines cf
Keating on Indonesia
Keating on Indonesia

••

Failuretotoaddress
address
fire
risks
in fire-prone
areas
Failure
fire
risks
in fire-prone
areas
and
the
repair
of
communities
affected
by
and the repair of communities affected by 2019-201920fires
fires
20
(Noted:PM
PMhas
has
announced
flood
support
(Noted:
announced
flood
support
improvements
improvementssimilarly)
similarly)

••

Morrison
widely
condemned
Morrisoncontinuation:
continuation:
widely
condemned
cruelty,
blaming
of victims,
cruelty,misogyny,
misogyny,
blaming
of victims,
deprivation of “fairness” for fire, flood, sea
deprivation of “fairness” for fire, flood, sea
level and other crises

•

Continuation of neglect of climate,
Continuationeconomic,
of neglectsocial
of climate,
demographic,
and related
demographic,
social andtorelated
changes
with nileconomic,
systemic connection
changes with nil systemic connection to
Budgets

•

level and other crises

Budgets

NB RG “contract” includes handover of many reports and ideas.
This is what Berejiklian’s 2016-17 Budget said of her debt strategy (which has worsened dramatically), which
no Labor or other politicians - or journalist - noticed:
“… the long-term fiscal gap … is a summary indicator of the budget’s financial effect on future
generations. … if current trends continue, a widening fiscal gap will emerge where expenditure
would exceed revenues resulting in a fiscal gap of 3.4 per cent of GSP by 2055-56”…. If the
Government borrowed to cover the fiscal gap, then by 2056 net debt would reach around 75 per
cent of GSP and net interest payments would consume nearly 20 per cent of revenue. That is, if we
do nothing, we would have nearly 20 per cent less revenue to deliver government
Good people have tried for years to reduce the Railways’ operating deficit. Then Premiers Iemma & Rees,
advised by Jim Chalmers, reversed that by attacking the legendary Vince Graham. Berejiklian also reversed
it without the media realising. The financial reporting of the rail system is spread across Sydney Trains, NSW
Trains, RailCorp and TfNSW. Sydney Metro is a hybrid beast. The effect of the 2011 changes is to confuse,
not elucidate. (Detail omitted.)
The West Metro alone is under-funded by c $12 billion over 10 years - $4 billion reserved (without any
legitimacy) out of $16 billion – if it can be done at all (see companion document). It is throttled at birth
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through the central bottleneck, and inferior to the faster, cheaper and more effective Christie/Greiner/
Gibbons option which would also obviate the St Marys Metro catastrophe – but Berejiklian will not listen
and nor will Morrison/Frydenberg/ McCormack.
Whichever way you look at it, Bairdijiklian Malenomics is a BIG LIE I uncovered. (NOTE the metros are
supported by Labor as they started the stupid things.)
The Federal and NSW Governments also have not come close to resolving a raft of strategic issues (map not
here but on web), the main examples being:
1.

West Metro - an obsessive race to justify what is not a valid project, it is to supplement mainline
which is subject to Christie/Greiner plans + new RG option to give SSA the best transit system in the
world. The Metro “network” is crippled by a maximum central zone which is limited – permanently
– to 30 trains per hour. Her promised “60 trains every hour” was a lie, those 30 have to be split
between the SW and West Metro. This cannot proceed

2. Goanna Transit Bridge - immediate feasibility of service to The Immediate feasibility of Hurstville to
Strathfield, RG adaptation of Jacana to use tram/trains and link NW to Airport w/o 2nd Harbour
Tunnel Fireworks icon, 16,000 dwellings, White Bay, Overseas Passenger Terminal and then
tram/trains (
3. The Spit: another obsession, 2008 scheme was in keeping with the planning character required and
cheap and fast. The Bairdian tombstone approach is excessive in cost and environmental damage,
too risky in geotech and too late. The Rozelle mega-cluster of freeway overpasses, portals and
exits, and intensification of a highly-congested innerwest mean that this cannot proceed in the
same way that the West and the SSA metros cannot either
4. Parramatta tram: another obsession to replace the Parra/Epping link, led to waste on ParraCity
options and a back-of-the-envelope call by Roads and Transport Ministers. Demolitions are like
Labor's – invalid. This was a Turnbull obsession as was CLARA
5. GSC reports - out for discussion, aspects that will be questioned include impracticality of 3 Cities and
“30 Minute City, budget/cost/ of implicit transport projects (too unclear), complementary and
innovative options, non-adherence to iA protocols, to lose developer interface via developer
compacts
6. UGNSW/successors reform - revision so that it takes the outcomes of proper planning and put them
to market like Infrastructure UK - to lose its community destruction roles
7. Second Airport - immediate feasibility testing of Christie/Greiner mainline upgrading v extension of
SW v West Metro - SW rail sectors to be reserved for freight and logistics
8. Fast trains - immediate feasibility testing of current in-fill and fringe densification v new city at or
near Marulan etc, tied to economics of inter-capital fast rail, ACT proposal to be re-examined v RG
alignment
9. East Coast logistics - current plans are too late, too derivative, and incomplete v RG long-standing
work on Maldon-Dombarton, container and coal railing, and western Sydney employment rebalancing
10. Expressnet - immediate feasibility of RG proposals for Bondi Beach & Broadway/SydUni PRT and
extension of tram/trains off the Goanna Bridge to North Ryde and Central/3 unis and 2 major
shopping centres
Sydney thus has a set of dud projects that will serve a small percentage of 800,000 or whatever new
dwellings over just 15 years (NB Corona has changed all numbers, so see the re-planning template below),
under a planning regime that has no rigor or Eddington-type logic. The next election run-up featured
demolitions, dispossessions, service interruptions, and revelations of secret deals, cost overruns and
recycled promises – the components of Labor’s “planning stench” (BOF).
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After a lifetime of making constructive contributions to my city and country in company with great
Australians, I find that the strata of governance, business, academe and journalism have lost their moral
and prudential integrity. Citizenship was a proud duty which I still hold to, but I see political and community
leaders who care no longer about Menzies’ notions of “the public interest”.
Albanese seems to not understand transport planning principles enough to back-out of the West and other
metros in the interests of climate and budget integrity. The West Metro is a classic case.
IS THE WEST METRO A VIABLE INVESTMENT IN PRODUCTIVITY & URBAN SUSTAINABILITY?
1.

Announced as “next priority” in 2016 as Baird’s Northern Beaches BRT scheme (active 2009-16)
collapsed under the weight of incompetence - thoroughly documented

2. No Business Case - “Approved” by iA immediately but withdrawn when I embarrassed them
3. NW Metro opened to approximately 1/10th the patronage to cover just finance costs i.e. it is debtfunded which is economic heresy
4. Final Business Case (iNSW) = “The BCR for the Project is 1.34 (including wider economic benefits), or
1.04 (excluding WEBS), to put it more simply, the Project will deliver $1.34 worth of benefits for each
$1 invested”
5. Ditto: Reduction in crowding on key rail lines: Reduction in crowding on the T1 Western Line by up
to 30%, T9 Northern Line by up to 30% and T2 Inner West Line by up to 18%
6. Ditto: Total car trips on the road network will decrease with at least 83,000 fewer car trips on an
average weekday by 2036
7. Ditto:

•
•

Non-quantifiable benefits are 41% of total benefits
Costs: note that Berejiklian/Perrottet took SW costs out of Budgets (improperly) when faced
with plagiarism claim i.e. to disguise stolen savings level
§

Service level: initially 15 trains per hour @ 1,500 per train with next generation (NB
all previous estimates were clearly incorrect) - “At ultimate capacity Metro West will
effectively double the rail capacity of the Greater Parramatta to Sydney CBD
corridor”*

•

“NSW Government has requested that the estimated cost of the program is not publicised in this
summary. Infrastructure NSW understands that the program cost will be released by the NSW
Government at a commercially appropriate time”

•

Treasurer Mike Costa engaged redoubtable Jim Steer who concluded:
o

… the evidence presented to the review, with a set of explicit, yet fairly optimistic
assumptions, suggests that the project benefits are substantially outweighed by its costs.
"In such circumstances, there would have to be good reasons not present in the appraisal
work to date that create the case for proceeding to implementation." (NB stated BCR c
0.65)

o

project's costings had been based on the unit prices of the Epping to Chatswood line and
only "limited work" had been done on comparing these with other metro systems around
the world: "The comparators chosen in the work that has been done are not necessarily the
most appropriate to the circumstances in Sydney. "At this early stage of the project it would
be wise in decision-making and any budget setting to assume that OB [optimism bias] of
perhaps 40 per cent should be applied,"
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o

" [There is also] an assumption of a very high frequency - three-minute intervals throughout.
It is acknowledged that this would not be achieved in practice over the whole length of the
route … It is likely that these assumptions are leading to modelled estimates of transfer to
metro over an unrealistically broad area, especially from car." The Government expects the
north-west metro to attract 25 per cent of its demand from a shift from private cars, which
the Steer report calls a "high proportion". "Demand models sometimes significantly
overestimate the propensity to mode shift."

o

"Scarcely 4 per cent of the new jobs in the 'northern corridor' would be served uniquely by
the planned metro," the report says. There is also a weak prospect for "off-peak travel
demand".

o

SMH: it was the only independent review undertaken at that time, and it strongly criticised
the proposal's inferior network planning, and warned that Mr Iemma's transport agenda
might be leading Sydney in the wrong direction (NB advisor Jim Chalmers)

Business Case excluded options including Greiner’s 40,000 passengers per hour in each direction;
and RG’s extension via balloon loop to new Airport to give it the best transit connections in the
world, cheaper, faster, less risky and more satisfactory in keeping logistics systems available.
Excluded Goanna Transit Bridge re accessibility benefits in innerwest/The Bays (a critical aspect) cheaper, faster, less risky and more satisfactory
RG published notes:
West
• Labor idea, one of many on the
Metro
merry-go-round, A “lot of
money” has been spent out-ofsequence (attacked by Grattan as
pushing up costs) – but it reduces
investor and community
confidence
• Goanna Transit Bridge out of RG’s
work Vs Labor’s Parra Rd centred
BRT which is suboptimal.

Might be valid in long run (Vs Christie and
Greiner) but there are many options and no
testing of the main
Christie/Keneally/Greiner/Gibbons one which has
major advantages, including giving Nancy-Bird
the best airport transit system in the world.
Berejiklian rejects all of RG’s work ex cathedra
and thereby lost Google and 16,000 housing
units – Goanna has a different function but
councils were also tricked – three times!

In 2012-13 Berejiklian was totally confused about “stand-alone”

Sydney
needs
connections
to/from the
SW and NW
but no
effective
strategy
exists
outside of
“Save
Sydney”.
ParraCity
2011-2 –
a regional
solution but
infeasible
and
abandoned
for trams

which was sad enough, but that has turned into the colossal betrayal of Sydney’s future.
Her metros run in the wrong directions, as do her trams – see below
The main influencer was Infrastructure Partnerships which had nurtured the viper
in their cave since 2010.

Urban Transport Statement (2006)

The Parramatta tram is a sham, it is based on pre-existing developer demands

.

Potentially the largest flow in Sydney:
Hurstville to Macquarie Park
passenger kilometres per day
Camden/Campbelltown to Macq Pk

4.46 m
6.37 m

https://sydneybetrayals.me/west-metro-mirage/
https://sydneyimprovementpolitics.com/staples-%26-glazebrook-duds
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Albanese is unquestionably committed to nation-building but has a mountain of work to do and needs to
start TODAY.
So much macroeconomic and microeconomic comes down to a rug rat who has run around the Canberra
corridors for decades and been encouraged into a false fervour by erratic politicians. Their damage has
been inflicted on me and now they pay the price.
There has been much talk of the “Canberra Bubble” and that remains a challenge for the Albanese Integrity
campaign if it is to reverse Bairdijiklian Malenomics - but time is slipping away and the 2022 Budget is likely
to miss its target if the OECD/Greiner protocols as I have presented them are still ignored:

Budget-setting: reversing the Coalition’s failures seems to be not possible
Budgetting is the practical expression of the analyses and deliberations behind economic and taxation
directions, intergenerational and interstate positioning, and project and program logic &tc. The rigour used
to be near-absolute but along came the sledgehammers of Mike Baird, Gladys Berejiklian and Philip
Gaetjens in Sydney in 2012. Their “gifting” culture deskilled the “public services” and metastasised in
Canberra and across the country under NSW’s PM Malcolm Turnbull and his buddy macroeconomist
Stephen Kennedy, from 2015.
The 2020 Budget was delivered on 6 October ’20 in the middle of Frydenberg/Kennedy conniptions under
my attacks on their malice, corruption and incompetence - it had good and bad points as must be
expected, and repaired none of the previous calamities, however, the changes in parameters were of a
fundamental and worrying kind, including:
•

Frydenberg then Morrison withdrew from “stimulus” and adopted “risky” out-sourcing to Big
Business, increasingly to make a silk purse out of sow’s ears

•

Concurrent university and related changes disturbed the flow of skills flows required in the “new
economy”

•

Governance collapsed concurrently with revelations the PM corrupted Qld politics and National
Cabinet was shattered by Fed incompetence and blaming over vaccine shortages &tc

•

Mathias Cormann was shoe-horned into OECD with strong Labor support

•

The main SME sectors were foolishly cast adrift permanently – food & accommodation and a large
part of travel, Morrison was shamed into rhetoric, cut was frozen in reality

•

The “$100 billion over 10 years” pipeline confusion and distraction was worsened, instead of
repaired through better ideas & methods, meaning a de facto commitment to carbon past 2050
(with no “mitigation”)

•

NSW continues to face a catastrophic infrastructure engineering & economic/ financial crisis, the
crisis being ignored by spinmeisters

Chalmers missed these as he had in similar terms earlier and then subsequently.
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2020 ended with the Morrison/Frydenberg/Gaetjens partnership failing to develop a meaningful Budget
strategy to meet the needs of economic recovery along with medical security; and especially failing to
implement OECD guidelines and the Charter of Budget Honesty regarding “repair”, the minimisation of
waste and reduction of debt.
As previously they refused to consider better options and/or apply accepted due diligence standards. The
main challenge is to acknowledge that the Government has not overcome the deficiencies of the
Turnbull/Morrison & Baird/Berejiklian catastrophes of 2012-18 and their own in 2019-29.
The main news media seem to have been asleep during the progressive disastrous climacteric in
Federal/State relations. Labor paralleled the Coalition by focussing on labour conditions, education and
social welfare and the like, while being MIA on Kennedy’s hideous failures on stimulus measures, supply line
failures, crap legislation which Albanese described as “good legislation”, and my emphasis on community
resilience in order to face ongoing waves of virus mutations and hospital capacities - the failures of the last
post-SARS Treasury generations, especially Morrison’s and Kennedy’s.
Labor’s failures are on the website and Chalmers’ weak policy responses for whatever reason, his own
capacity or his friendship with Kennedy, he can explain!
Labor in under-estimating its October Budget challenge. Let’s start with a national example: in
2020, Morrison had been rejecting my repair solutions (with their high benefit/cost ratios) for years, and he
was bushwhacked by the Corona closedowns. Frydenberg made the mistake of mentioning the OECD’s
Survey, which accorded with my previous and ongoing work. Morrison must have wept when he read this:
Reviewing all government expenditure will be necessary to ensure adequate spending on highpriority areas and people, and enhance growth without threatening debt sustainability. Starting a
review of public expenditures early is important because reallocation of spending towards
priority areas is usually gradual.
Today, 15 July, the Albanese reform government is facing a similar situation as its heads towards rocky
shoals with its 2022 Budget under the wrecker of previous Budgets and MYEFOs. However it is focussing
on cash savings, protecting carbon subsidies, and neglecting my repair approaches.
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It can restore sound principles of fairness, probity and prudence and led the way to a reform Budget in
October. Or it can continue to ignore the obvious, harm the most and stay tied to the Turnbull/Morrison
decrepitude at the centre of government policy coordination, the Treasury, which is controlled by a person
who has been strangling reform since the start of Turnbull’s chaos.
What did it do to this point? It has ignored evidence, analysis and empathy, and its operatives act the same
way as before May 21 under the wretches of Turnbull, Morrison and Frydenberg.
Other pages reveal defects and strengths of the
main policy and personality characteristics of
Innovation is generally regarded as applying to
machines and materials but the literal meaning is
how things are organised. It is the opposite of
corruption which tends to reject better ways of
running processes in the context of inward-turned
conflicted corporate and selfish values.
It turns out all organisations tend to turn inwards
through Galbraithian identification psychology and
groupthink before they implode or explode through
loss of sense of reality as the Morrison evangelical
takeover of democracy did with the nutty attitudes
of its adherents. Such disasters proliferate across
the “Trump/Morrison/Johnson” bravura world,
requiring positive reform packages by President
Biden and Mr Albanese, in parts.
Perrottet falsified successive Budget in a failed effort to stymie my claim for compensation for saving c $4
billion. Recently iNSW and he backed off into my budget directions which represents both wasted time and
probably plagiarism.

Chalmers
My understanding of Morrison’s and Frydenberg’s/Kennedy’s budgetary idiocy led to me comprehensively
beat them into chaos. I did that strategically and incrementally, every time they opened their mouths in
public.
I noticed no comments of comparable quality from the then Opposition and they refused to respond to my
correspondence (including 3 websites and three free-posted books). I believe that contributed materially
to avoidable costs in/to Budgets, SMEs, whole industry sectors, and NGOs and their welfare clients.
The ALP and ACTU were inactive when Berejiklian and Frydenberg deliberately smashed the Murray
economy because I lived there but in return I smashed Berejiklian. Labor has a heavy load to carry under my
current publication theme, leading past righteous blame into BETRAYAL- the social media and ALP having
betrayed me in my fights with the LNP/Kennedy and National Cabinet for fairness which is supposedly a
Labor value focus. (10 weeks ago I asked Dr Chalmers if he had anything outside Parliamentary speeches he
would like to offer me as evidence of contributions. He did not answer then or at any time before or since.)
At the end-October 2020 which is the topic of https://www.kobo.com/us/en/ebook/righteous-blame - with
big teeth, a loud roar and covers Chalmers and Kennedy more completely.
The webpage on iA makes it clear that its processes are all but irrelevant to proper budget making. Its
economic analyses have been limp and its Priority List full of pegs and pencils - a shopping list. The anticorruption situation confronting the incoming Albanese Government is discussed there also. A major
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stream of that is redress of legal malevolence left by Scott Morrison, Christian Porter and Peter Dutton inter
alia in migration, national security, social security and the unique case of criminal plagiarism.
Specific elements were appeased by the nominal opponent, leader of the Labor Party from 2019, Anthony
Albanese, in previous years from 2007 with urban transit and port matters etcetera that the LNP took over,
and contemporaneously with those plus coronavirus and recovery, including major elements of the legal,
social, industrial and professional consequences of Morrison/ Frydenberg/ Kennedy malice and
incompetence.
Albanese accepts in principle the legal obligations of “perpetuity” in all of those areas except plagiarism, to
this point. Ditto Chalmers.
The plagiarisms referred to here were recorded progressively as NSW Premiers Baird and Berejiklian, then
their cronies PMs Turnbull and Morrison, for malevolent reasons, used them as a weapon against a longterm eminent analyst who articulated a conventional wisdom that applied if and until those miscreants
reversed “due diligence’ and “rule of law”.
The major point of contention in the 2022 election politics was about restoring due diligence, which
Albanese called “integrity”. His own history from 2007 onwards was of resisting due diligence as illustrated
on the adjacent page, down to forcing the abandonment of then Minister Lindsay Tanner’s national
recovery legislation which reflected those traditional values, not Albanese’s backroom deals-approach.
Budgetting is the practical expression of the analyses and deliberations behind economic and taxation
directions, intergenerational and interstate positioning, and project and program logic &tc. The rigour used
to be near-absolute but along came the sledgehammers of Mike Baird, Gladys Berejiklian and Philip
Gaetjens in Sydney in 2012. Their “gifting” culture deskilled the “public services” and metastasised in
Canberra and across the country under NSW’s PM Malcolm Turnbull and his buddy macroeconomist
Stephen Kennedy, from 2015.
2020 ended with the Morrison/Frydenberg/Gaetjens/Kennedy partnership failing to develop a meaningful
Budget strategy to meet the needs of economic recovery along with medical security; and especially failing
to implement OECD guidelines and the Charter of Budget Honesty regarding “repair”, the minimisation of
waste and reduction of debt.
As previously they refused to consider better options and/or apply accepted due diligence standards. The
main challenge is to acknowledge that the Government has not overcome the deficiencies of the
Turnbull/Morrison & Baird/Berejiklian catastrophes of 2012-18 and their own in 2019-20. The main news
media seem to have been asleep during the progressive disastrous climacteric in Federal/State relations.
Labor paralleled the Coalition by focussing on labour conditions, education and social welfare and the like,
while being MIA on Kennedy’s abysmal failures on stimulus measures, supply line failures, crap legislation
which Albanese described as “good legislation”, and my emphasis on community resilience in order to face
ongoing waves of virus mutations and hospital capacities - the failures of the last post-SARS Treasury
generations, especially Morrison’s and Kennedy’s.
Labor’s failures are in the next page on Chalmers’ weak policy responses for whatever reason, his own
capacity or his friendship with Kennedy, he can explain!
Morrison did not have a standard “plan”, of any well-known type, which would have identified “needs” and
“risks”, options at all levels and feasibility of each (including likely benefits/costs), scenario-testing,
engagement of community including industry and local government, commissioning and then quality
assurance.
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The reality was, a pattern emerged of Morrison being attacked for defects in announced schemes and
Berejiklian chiming in with a distraction, then Morrison and Berejiklian flooding the PR channels with
churnalism, never “repairing” (at least, not without a recidivist escape hatch).
The 2021 silly season started with Frydenberg feeding bird seed to Ninefax’s David Crowe. The new front
end to this report comprises a critique of Crowe’s work in two parts, with the Australian Financial Review
running block, and an update of the first few months of 2021, especially the cessation of jobs and
community support and the progress of employment recovery. In the last few years Frydenberg has run
from me and stolen more and more. Now I humiliate him.
Additional cross-referencing has been added to other sections which otherwise remain remarkably
appropriate (as one might have come to expect from the evolution of core ideas and critiques).
Generalised recovery does not mean the “same as before” nor can it cover up sectoral recessions such as in
the Murray economy and food & accommodation generally (charts are below). The gaps, the renewables
and smart technologies, are invisible but that is the point.
For Kennedy 2020 Budget
April 2021
The PM has rejected a new template for on-ground medical and economic balancing, having decried
early hospitalising of cases. We are entitled to suppose that fewer disease effects would have been
caused had early hospitalisation been enforced, which was the medical advice. Further, that dithering
cost millions of jobs and puts more pressure on the next generations which are already facing walls of
debt. J’accuse !
Labor meekly accepted. Both sides’ rejection and contradiction of OECD and IMF guidelines was
seemingly unconscious but could have been psychotic fear of being exposed for stimulus failure:
The following section is a comparison at October 2020, a critical Budgetary point given past blundering
and corruption and an increasing awareness of crisis, of Chalmer’s understand versus mine and NB the
comparison is deadly:
JIM CHALMERS’ OPPORTUNITIES LOST (14 OCTOBER 2020)
First, me:
This was a major speech and the contents were very strong in social and industrial terms and light in policy
measures, governance challenges and corruption/cronyism. For context here is my contemporaneous
summary (note the detail was there too):
The 2020 Budget was delivered on 6 October ’20 and had good and bad points as must be expected –
however, the changes in parameters were of a fundamental and worrying kind, including:
• Frydenberg then Morrison withdrew from “stimulus” and adopted “risky” out-sourcing to Big
Business, increasingly to make a silk purse out of sow’s ears
• Concurrent university and related changes disturbed the flow of skills flows required in the “new
economy”
• Governance collapsed concurrently with revelations the PM corrupted Qld politics and National
Cabinet was shattered by Fed incompetence and blaming over vaccine shortages &tc
• Mathias Cormann was shoe-horned into OECD with strong Labor support
• The main SME sectors were foolishly cast adrift permanently – food & accommodation and a large
part of travel, Morrison was shamed into rhetoric, cut was frozen in reality
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• The “$100 billion over 10 years” pipeline confusion and distraction was worsened, instead of
repaired through better ideas & methods, meaning a de facto commitment to carbon past 2050
(with no “mitigation”)
• NSW continues to face a catastrophic infrastructure engineering & economic/ financial crisis, the
crisis being ignored by spinmeisters
Jim ~ NB this “full-blown jobs crisis” should have been analysed then, not left to a summit in September
2022
We are now facing a full-blown jobs crisis. But back then the labour market was already being
corroded by insecure work, record low wages growth and rampant underemployment and that left
us vulnerable. We do now have a lifetime of debt and record deficits as far as the eye can see. But
debt was already well-over double what this Government inherited, and it was already growing.
COVID-19 may be the defining event for the 97 percent of the global population born after the
Second World War. But for too many Australians it hasn’t brought a change in course, just an
acceleration in trajectory. A matter of speed and scale, not substance. This pandemic has
entrenched the disadvantages of age, gender, geography and education. It has magnified structural
weaknesses in growth, investment, dynamism and productivity. And it has exposed the unfairness
and uncertainty inflicted by years of cuts to essential services, growing casualisation and financial
insecurity. So for all the saturation talk we hear of ‘unprecedented times’, the truth is the problem.
Those who lived through the Great Depression never forgot it, they never wasted anything because
they knew what it was like to have nothing. Bizarrely, this government seem determined to forget
this crisis while it’s still going. The ship is listing in the eye of the storm and they’re telling everyone
‘come out on deck, the wind has died right off’. With nearly a million unemployed – and
unemployment forecast to stay unacceptably high for unacceptably long – they are pulling support
too early. Plunging more small businesses into desperate financial trouble. Pushing more people
back below the poverty line. And cruelling the recovery.
Having spent months telling us these measures were life support for the economy – now, in a
recession, they’re pulling the plug. Rather than heeding the lessons of this crisis, the Liberals are
actively promoting the failed policies that left us so vulnerable to it: flexibility as code for workplace
insecurity, active suppression of wages, disinterring the old false choice of a secure retirement or
fair pay. This is what the Prime Minister’s ‘snapback’ was always really about. And the big risk here
for our country, the great frustration of watching last week from the wrong side of the parliament,
is that Australia might miss this once-in-a-generation chance to dig deep, to break the old
deadlocks, to do something meaningful and lasting. Not just accumulating a lifetime of new debt to
finance a return to the inertia, inequality, and insecurity of the past.
First, even after all this spending unemployment is still expected to be too high for too long.
160,000 Australians are still expected to lose their jobs between now and the end of the year.
Unemployment isn’t even expected to get back down to pre-COVID levels at any stage of the fouryear forward estimates. This gets nowhere near any reasonable estimate of full employment, which
is what’s needed for broad-based growth in wages.
This Budget comes up short for those who were struggling before the crisis, and those that have
been hit hard by it – too often the same people. Young and vulnerable Australians, including many
casual workers, who have been deliberately excluded from vital support and forced to wipe out
their retirement savings.
Industries that have faced some of the toughest restrictions, shed the most jobs, and been the most
excluded from support – like hospitality, tourism and the arts. Women – who are overrepresented
in hard-hit industries and in insecure work, do most of the care work, and who may face an even
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greater gap in pay, retirement incomes and participation. Anyone relying on JobKeeper or
JobSeeker – who have seen their payments cut, with no guarantees they won’t soon be living on
$40 a day.
Third, somehow a Budget that commits $98 billion in new spending leaves too many important
policies out. Unusually, this Budget was defined more by what’s not in it than what is. Nothing for
childcare, or cleaner and cheaper energy. Nothing for social housing, no plan to tackle insecure
work or to address the crisis in aged care. Nothing to advance equality for women, leaving a gap
that shreds the credibility of this Government. Gender equality is a moral and economic imperative
not a tick-a-box exercise. Yet the Treasurer provided four times the investment in his own portfolio
agencies than in specific opportunities for Australian women. I still don’t know if these were
oversights or omissions – and I can’t work out which is worse.
Fourth, even welcome initiatives won’t undo seven years of damage – often in the very same areas.
Under the Morrison Government, Australia’s trend growth rate declined from 3 per cent to 2.75 per
cent even before Coronavirus. And the Prime Minister and Treasurer have never overseen trend
growth in the seven quarters they’ve been in their current roles. It’s a similar story for investment
and for productivity. Before the pandemic, business investment had already declined by 20 per cent
under the Liberals.
And, fifth, the black hole in this Budget is where the vision should be. This is why Anthony
Albanese’s Budget-in-Reply was so important. It provided a vision for the future so conspicuously
absent just two nights earlier. It recognised that when borrowing is necessary, then what matters is
bang for buck, including how it tackles key challenges in the economy and society, and its lasting
benefit.
Analysis from KPMG and the Grattan Institute suggests that for every dollar invested in childcare,
there is a GDP boost of at least $2. That’s equity with an economic dividend. Our Rewiring the
Nation policy will support the economy and create jobs in new and traditional industries, including
in the regions. It will put downward pressure on electricity bills for households and businesses, by
ensuring transmission gets built at lowest cost. And it will unlock new sources of cheaper, cleaner
electricity generation around the country.
Public investment in social housing, as we’ve suggested, will boost GDP and jobs in construction. At
the same time as it improves the quality of housing for vulnerable Australians. And delivers benefits
for the community and economy through reducing poverty, inequality and immobility. It’s a
stimulus package that serves social justice. Our Australian Skills Guarantee will mean spending on
major projects in infrastructure, defence and the care economy which will benefit local workers and
communities, better connect training to industry needs and help train the next generation.
With an ambition to be a world-leader in skills and advanced manufacturing, a superpower in
renewable energy and a standard-setter for early education and childcare. That’s the vision
Anthony Albanese laid the foundation for last week. That’s the ambition Labor wants to help
Australia achieve. And that’s the future we want to make the next year, and the next election, all
about.
Further note, in March 2022 the Age published a piece on Jim’s views and I include it because he has not
read my books and seems to have learnt nothing. I cannot help predicting his Oct 2022 Budget will be
deficient:
Australia’s economic recovery could be derailed if consumers fail to tap their $250 billion in COVID
savings, shadow treasurer Jim Chalmers will warn while promising not to run an austerity budget if
Labor takes ofﬁce in May.
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CORONA MALENOMICS & BUDGET REPAIR (4TH EDITION, 3 OCTOBER 2020)
“Repair” was needed after the 2019 bushfires but the Government was confused and hurtful. The
same is happening again. Turnbull/Morrison had reversed the Costello theme and fused their
politics with NSW’s Premier Berejiklian’s. She had squashed Nick Greiner’s reforms there in June
2012, and her “malenomics” was absorbed into the federal platform. (Greiner had been the Liberal
Party’s greatest Premier and was inaugural chair of Infrastructure NSW (iNSW) with the task of
reversing the previous Labor state government’s “planning fiascos” by locating decisionmaking
nearer to communities, not in backrooms.) Quite a mess has resulted, including in aged care and
the economy.
The thesis here is that that “gifting” culture, which includes executive de-skilling and journalistic
churnalism, effectively neutered Australia’s chances of minimising the impacts of the Novel
Coronavirus pandemic (COVID-19). Now the challenge is to repair the blunders and accelerate
“improvement stimulus” which will see Australia becoming more equitable, more prosperous, and
cleaner and safer to live in. PM Morrison’s smugness is false bravado: he has not yet started
genuine stimulus. Treasurer Frydenberg will not listen and continues blunders in straight lines.
It’s worse than that, Frydenberg was confronted with a 2019 Malenomics package and cancelled
MYEFO, deferred the Budget, deferred Parliament, cancelled 2 weeks of Parliament, and deceived
himself into more “gifting” tranches. “The Emperor has no clothes”. That they got further into
trouble was no surprise but that they oppose repair of their blunders is catastrophic. Industry
groups are Big Business and disregard SMEs. Local government has a potential role but is excluded.
The Governments ignore, even suppress, the solutions which the Australian people should have the
opportunity to understand and discuss, including new budgetary processes to assist with “targeted
and proportionate” (which the Government has been unable to achieve) & to save lives; and the
impediments to that, being the people and processes including in the Coalition Governments in
Canberra and Sydney & the National Cabinet and NCC which cause us grief.
This discussion therefore focusses on two main themes which were but remain: ~
•

Why “budget repair” must be included in the 2020 Budget cycle:

Ø A re-planning overlay via iA
Ø A “Month End Economic & Financial Outlook” regime to guide stimulus targetting & cash
flow needs
•

What should be in the 2nd phase “stimulus cycle”
Ø OECD guidelines
Ø Current gaps & Budget
Ø Administrative reforms including National Cabinet & local government

There have been so many bungles and crocodile tears. The PM decried early hospitalising of cases.
We are entitled to suppose that fewer disease effects would have been caused had early
hospitalisation been enforced, which was the medical advice. Further, that dithering cost millions
of jobs and puts more pressure on the next generations which are already facing walls of debt.
J’accuse !
There was no “plan” and instead there should have been:
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Positive measures

Degree of
Stimulation

•

$20 billion commitment to SMEs

•

Youth employment

•

Reversal of debt obsession under duress

•

Tax cuts

•

Lie abt SME support – malice re food &
accommodation, arts & recreation, education
& others as in OECD

•

Corruption of National Cabinet

•

Rejection of great ideas including Goanna
Transit Bridge, Bondi Beach & Syd Uni
expressnets, and Local Govt revitalisation

•

Continuation of catastrophic NSW mistakes

Negative & wasteful
measures

Ethical & Moral Failures
• Theft of i deas being used
• Misogyny & abuse
• Breaches of c odes &
protocols inc luding
lobbyist conflic ts

Ø Rozelle congestion entanglement & Nthn
Beaches impossible tollway
Ø Metros’ intrinsic capacity strangulation
which is unsustainable – must be paused
& re-planned via strategic process

OECD and IMF emphasise the need to clean up problems from the past so as to resource the “new
economy” (which will involve ongoing stimulus and social support), reduce debt overhangs and
improve productivity. The Budget Repair sections are overviews but one massive issue has to be
resolved immediately, and that is a financial and engineering crisis in Sydney’s infrastructure. First,
the effects of Berejiklian’s reliance on debt, and the extraordinarily low returns from her
investments, show up in these comparisons (chart omitted re relevance).
This is what Berejiklian’s 2016-17 Budget said of her debt strategy (which has worsened
dramatically):
“… the long-term fiscal gap … is a summary indicator of the budget’s financial effect on future
generations. … if current trends continue, a widening fiscal gap will emerge where expenditure
would exceed revenues resulting in a fiscal gap of 3.4 per cent of GSP by 2055-56”…. If the
Government borrowed to cover the fiscal gap, then by 2056 net debt would reach around 75 per
cent of GSP and net interest payments would consume nearly 20 per cent of revenue. That is, if we
do nothing, we would have nearly 20 per cent less revenue to deliver government
Good people have tried for years to reduce the Railways’ operating deficit. Then Premiers Iemma &
Rees, advised by Jim Chalmers, reversed that by attacking the legendary Vince Graham. Berejiklian
also reversed it without the media realising. The financial reporting of the rail system is spread
across Sydney Trains, NSW Trains, RailCorp and TfNSW. Sydney Metro is a hybrid beast. The effect
of the 2011 changes is to confuse, not elucidate. (Detail omitted.)
The West Metro alone is under-funded by c $12 billion over 10 years - $4 billion reserved (without any
legitimacy) out of $16 billion – if it can be done at all (see companion document). It is throttled at
birth through the central bottleneck, and inferior to the faster, cheaper and more effective
Christie/Greiner/ Gibbons option which would also obviate the St Marys Metro catastrophe – but
Berejiklian will not listen and nor will Morrison/Frydenberg/ McCormack.
The Turnbulls and Bairdijiklian interwove their infrastructure funding and shiny toy moves including
Parramatta tram, producing a nightmare which has not been helped by the 2019 ALP support for
Berejiklian’s metro lunacy. Whichever way you look at it, Bairdijiklian Malenomics is a BIG LIE
waiting to be uncovered. (NOTE the metros are supported by Labor as they started the stupid
things.)
Chalmers is seemingly not cognisant of the crisis facing him now and into October.
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Berejiklian/Perrottet also have not come close to resolving a raft of strategic issues (see map
below), the main examples being:
1.

West Metro (below) - an obsessive race to justify what is not a valid project, it is to supplement
mainline which is subject to Christie/Greiner plans + new RG option to give SSA the best transit
system in the world. The Metro “network” is crippled by a maximum central zone which is
limited – permanently – to 30 trains per hour. Her promised “60 trains every hour” was a lie,
those 30 have to be split between the SW and West Metro. This cannot proceed

2. Goanna Transit Bridge - immediate feasibility of service to The Immediate feasibility of
Hurstville to Strathfield, RG adaptation of Jacana to use tram/trains and link NW to Airport w/o
2nd Harbour Tunnel Fireworks icon, 16,000 dwellings, White Bay, Overseas Passenger Terminal
and then tram/trains (
3. The Spit: another obsession, 2008 scheme was in keeping with the planning character required
and cheap and fast. The Bairdian tombstone approach is excessive in cost and environmental
damage, too risky in geotech and too late. The Rozelle mega-cluster of freeway overpasses,
portals and exits, and intensification of a highly-congested innerwest mean that this cannot
proceed in the same way that the West and the SSA metros cannot either
4. Parramatta tram: another obsession to replace the Parra/Epping link, led to waste on ParraCity
options and a back-of-the-envelope call by Roads and Transport Ministers. Demolitions are like
Labor's – invalid. This was a Turnbull obsession as was CLARA
5. GSC reports - out for discussion, aspects that will be questioned include impracticality of 3
Cities and “30 Minute City, budget/cost/ of implicit transport projects (too unclear),
complementary and innovative options, non-adherence to iA protocols, to lose developer
interface via developer compacts
6. UGNSW/successors reform - revision so that it takes the outcomes of proper planning and put
them to market like Infrastructure UK - to lose its community destruction roles
7. Second Airport - immediate feasibility testing of Christie/Greiner mainline upgrading v
extension of SW v West Metro - SW rail sectors to be reserved for freight and logistics
8. Fast trains - immediate feasibility testing of current in-fill and fringe densification v new city at
or near Marulan etc, tied to economics of inter-capital fast rail, ACT proposal to be re-examined
v RG alignment
9. East Coast logistics - current plans are too late, too derivative, and incomplete v RG longstanding work on Maldon-Dombarton, container and coal railing, and western Sydney
employment re-balancing
10. Expressnet - immediate feasibility of RG proposals for Bondi Beach & Broadway/SydUni PRT
and extension of tram/trains off the Goanna Bridge to North Ryde and Central/3 unis and 2
major shopping centres
Sydney thus has a set of dud projects that will serve a small percentage of 800,000 or whatever
new dwellings over just 15 years (NB Corona has changed all numbers, so see the re-planning
template below), under a planning regime that has no rigor or Eddington-type logic. The next
election run-up will feature demolitions, dispossessions, service interruptions, and revelations of
secret deals, cost overruns and recycled promises – the components of Labor’s “planning stench”
(BOF).
Better options including Christie, Greiner’s and Gibbons’ are ignored despite being cheaper and
faster to implement and more effective in supporting dispersed population growth. The “30Minute Club” will be remembered for the wrong reasons.
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After a lifetime of making constructive contributions to my city and country in company with great
Australians, I find that the strata of governance, business, academe and journalism have lost their
moral and prudential integrity. Citizenship was a proud duty which I still hold to, but I see political
and community leaders who care no longer about Menzies’ notions of “the public interest”.
In December 2018 a formal proposal was put to the PM and Treasurer that the principle of “budget
repair” via MYEFO be applied to the Release of Eddington Bedrock for public consultation given
the following:
•

Housing affordability has been found to be damaged by the Metro in both Bankstown and North
Shore sections, with an overall 5% of new dwellings committing over 90% of available budgets.
Bankstown housing targets have been demolished, even that is being repeated on the Lower
North Shore where the Greater Sydney Commission appears to have surreptitiously increased the
housing target by 300 between 2017 and 2018

•

Related congestion has been found to be worsening with axial densification without rail and road
augmentation, fringe growth centres taking up interurban freeway space, and WestConnex
adding 20,000 (20%) to daily traffic in the Rozelle area*. Trucking through St George and
Sutherland is growing inexorably due to over-focus on Port Botany and Berejiklian’s broken
promises on the Portals and F6, indicating a need to divert wasted money on the Botany
duplication to re-planning of Eastern Seabord port and freight planning (part of my offering since
2012)

•

The Sydney media are now reporting what I have been saying, the climate for investment in
Sydney has been damaged by Baird/Berejiklian decisions and disappointing results for Chinese
corporates and families. The Eastern Suburbs tram will be traffic chaos, traffic across the
Bankstown and NW Sector commuting belts will be crippling in the run-up the March/May
elections. (All aspects have been documented previously.)

•

WestConnex and other roads have been funnelled into a narrow channel which is a “pre-planning”
mistake. (The same applies to Metros where the CBD channel will curtail systemic capacity.) RMS
has refused to change the Tempe interchange fiasco even though better options had been
developed.
* worsened by Berejiklian’s exclusion of the Goanna Bridge – the only possible relief – and
x2-rejection of Google
The Governor of the Reserve Banks was reported on ABC TV as being satisfied with Treasurer
Frydenberg’s exposition, the latter obviously attacking this analyst. Frydenberg and his Treasury
chief Gaetjens have not replied to the invitation to provide a reconciliation of their $100 billion
against the contention that a 10 year pipeline as defined would require about $300 billion to achieve,
so that the credibility gap is about $200 billion. They are in the same position as Berejiklian, they
cannot question this analyst’s work as they haven’t done their own numbers.
The new Sydney Metro doubled the annual rail operating deficit without any media or community
awareness or engagement, as it is effectively 100% subsidised from debt; and the extensions that
Berejiklian intend to implement will damage both budgets and suburbs for those future
generations.
Faster Rail was one of Berejiklian’s loopier ideas before the election but she brought out yet
another British expert and anticipated devoting $4.6 million to 5 routes - but has allocated $295
million, which needs a thorough explanation as the Feds have put $40 million into 5 other options
and Berejiklian said “she’d go it alone”. (None can be built within prospective budgets yet iA has
just endorsed the ideological deceit.) Given her record of failure, matched by the Feds’, this is a real
worry situation.
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Tension built in February ’20, with many calls for the PM to start “stimulus”, an impediment being
his Cabinet’s fear of having a Rudd label put on their foreheads. Morrison said on 27 February that
“the risk of a global pandemic is very much upon us”, and next day a senior Health official said
“There really was no national leadership at that point”. On 13 March Health officials sandbagged
COAG, annoying Morrison who was intending to go to the football even though he was imposing
crowd limits on that very day. It took until the 18th for the “human biosecurity emergency” to be
declared, which was the effective start of social distancing. (Queensland moved from 29 January.)
The Premiers sandbagged him on the 22nd over business closedowns and pushed a national
approach.
The impression was that the PM did not know what to do, as in his bushfires and rorts mishaps. Far
too much time had been lost and that policy drudgery (and incredibly high error rate) still suffocate
intelligent converse. Delays at the beginning are said to have caused the immediate loss of more
than 1.4 million jobs and ongoing loss of life and economic vitality (omitted due to size)
PM Morrison leapt over his own world record for flippery-floppery, again over his bushfires
embarrassment. The fires have become a metaphor of Turnbull/ Morrison's style:
•

confusion in values and processes (ego plasticity) as opposed to "democracy" and "due process"

•

abuse as opposed to calm negotiation

•

ignored warnings as opposed to past, wiser governments’ calm Cabinet timidity as opposed to
collegiate decision-making

•

alienation of communities against appeasement of lobbies and factions - as Greiner said, "all a bit
arse-about"

•

thieving of IP* and lies as opposed to Menzies and all PMs - Labor and Coalition - up to Baird/
Turnbull

There is a dictum in economics, to state your assumptions and err on the conservative side. I have taken
the second option for the following reasons:
1.

the complexity and uncertainties are incredible and politics is dominating science in terms of early
re-openings = high risk

2. dithering has cost 1.4 million lost jobs and the Government has not even started its stimulus
package for tourism, 156 days on
3. the Government has appointed inexperienced people to key posts and rejected a generous offer by
an expert reform planner, increasing the risk and costs of delay (those options are under copyright
so the Government has snookered itself.)
4. where States have re-opened early in the USA, experience is that c 12-15% only of former patronage
returns, due to majority fear of infection. Texas has paused its re-opening. That fear is evident here
5. the caravan industry is refusalist and likely to miss out on the relevant two-part stimulus package
outlined on this site if it remains quiescent
6. the Government has mismanaged the political agenda by focussing on relaxing environmental
controls over distant, long-term projects
OECD: Fiscal multipliers are likely to be near zero during a full shutdown, as government programmes
may not boost private consumption and investment much given administrative restrictions on
economic activity. Instead, the main goal of the policy response is to preserve jobs and household
incomes, and protect firms from bankruptcies.
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The OECD’s “directions” will be corrupted further In Australia, harming current and future generations,
as these are emerging permanent defects (presented to be negatived):
•

Businesses and workers likely to face extended weak demand would benefit from support to
upgrade, invest and innovate, and to shift to sectors with better prospects, through strengthening
active labour market policies, particularly retraining schemes, and by facilitating investment.

•

Streamlining and improving access to income support programmes, such as the Citizen’s Income,
would prevent large increases in poverty and support demand in the recovery.

•

If non-performing loans start rising, the government should stand ready to reinforce the bank asset
support programme (GACS). Implementing the new bankruptcy law would help by ensuring that
viable companies are restructured rather than liquidated.

•

Pursuing the government’s plans to develop a multi-year programme to reduce administrative
complexity, improve the legal system’s effectiveness and reduce investment and employment costs
would support new businesses, productivity and jobs.

•

Supporting the renewal of the ageing infrastructure and the transition to lower carbon activities
would sustain the recovery and improve well-being.

•

Accelerating the adoption of digital technologies, as demonstrated by the rapid move during the
crisis to ‘smart working’ and online services, would raise competitiveness.

Naturally the “fruit of the poisoned vine” is exactly what “Budget repair” should be about, add
removing what Turnbull called “anachronistic spatial determinism” and what IMF calls an “idiosyncratic
drag”. Frydenberg lies about the underpinning dynamics of independent reports as well as Budgets and
MYEFOs.
The 2019 Budget Repair submission remains intact but with corona additions – and important ones at
that. The establishment of a ground-floor stable and safe basis for business and community continuity is
a world-wide need, and bloody Morrison does not know a good thing if he falls over it.
In Morrison’s first 4 stimulus packages, starting well before the bushfires and Novel Coronavirus, there
were no options considered but we know they existed in the ether and included:
• Option A, status quo: muddle through behind closed doors, serial revisions, unclear objectives,
little or no data and critical issues analyses, force opponents into gunboat diplomacy, throw up
smokescreens about “$100 billion over 10 years” then retreat when whacked by forensic critique,
ignore virus warning signs and thus be unprepared, persist with truly damaging infrastructure
projects which are debt bombs, focus on idiocies like attacking firies and farmers out of ignorance,
issue a meaningless national SMS message, evade Parliament, force businesses to borrow bridging
cash instead of advancing the agreed amounts, have secret deals which undermine public processes
(Baird/Gaetjens/ Calfas damage to Newcastle, Wollongong and “Morrison’s Backyard”), ensure LG
reform is so inept that it cannot reoccur within 10 years (Tas, WA and NSW), befuddle media, and
form a national cabinet to mask central confusion around inept political appointees
•

Option B: Prepare a national economic framework as PM Menzies and economist HC “Nugget”
Coombs did post-1945, have transparent contingency planning based on risk analyses and science,
understand and prepare for the inevitable next rounds of bushfires and bat crossover viruses, build
up stocks of equipment and PPE, develop a contingency plan for border control + internal
movements + placement of testing and hospital resources etc, recognise defects in Border
Protection and RFS models and develop the alternatives, don’t make faux-marketing promises,
inform media, reinstate full reporting of PIs and LG statistics, bring the people along with you

•

Option C – NSIP: face an emergency with alarum, expert economist prepares Newcastle Strategic
Infrastructure Plan (framework) in 2 days, shares it with senior managers and Council – all agree,
shares with all other 12 Councils in Hunter with Milton Morris – all agree, shares with NSW Minister
for Planning Knowles – he endorses it as a model for the whole State. Mesh budgets and site
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programs, fully engage innovative businesses through 8 sector clusters with Council as facilitator –
systematic foundation but municipal inertia reasserts with reversion to deficit budgeting, loss of
council leadership. NSIP was based on gathering data and analyses from all sources before
finalising implementation details – the opposite of Morrison’s approach.
Option 1 - subtle
Make provision for a review of influences on congestion and housing affordability in Sydney/NSW and
Melbourne/Victoria, and of options to improve outcomes.
This is a community engagement cycle that will be informed by release of Green Papers – “EDDINGTON
BEDROCK” and of “THE EASTERN SEABORD RAIL FREIGHT PLAN”.
It is needed because of changes in the housing market, excessive concentration of container trades at Port
Botany and withering of Pts Kembla and Newcastle, genuine calls from communities to have a bigger say,
and the need for increased spending on infrastructure in regions, together with a responsible re-balancing
of immigration flows, patterns and placement.
Option 2 – not subtle
Includes exposure of
• WS City Deal impacts on Pt Kembla, Illawarra/southwest/fringe/Western Sydney freight and commuter
capacities, Aerotropolis, Inland Rail, freeway congestion
•

Freight and port policies’ impacts on Newcastle, intense truck flows in St George and Sutherland,
carcarrier trucks on Mt Ousley onto Picton Rd and Sutherland

•

Failed privatisations and such policies as MTR densification, city deals Vs lack of City Plans, overcentralisation of metro and connex networks, and “congestion-busting” as a BIG LIE

•

Metro and WestConnex will be out of capacity by 2031, Metro 85% standing, WestConnex increases
local road loads up to 40%, and governments have no provision for the longer-term

•

Corrupted linkages between Federal and State agencies and lobbies, together with aberrant
psychologies which kill congestion relief, all of which distort outcomes and de-democratise NSW

•

Plagiarism by Baird, Berejiklian, GSC, iA and DIRD

The following tables (not included) show the key challenges facing all capitals and generic solutions,
supplemented by specific ideas which also will be adaptable. No agency or other body has done such
analyses and developed such initiatives. They are holistic as must be re-democratisation and intergenerational equity.
The obvious common element is that instead of listening and learning, the Government isolates itself and
commissions TV ads and makes outrageous statements on radio such as Baird’s on Wendy Harmer’s show
on 702 and Morrison’s whenever something goes wrong ( 99% certainty)– we inherited dreadful congestion
as though he hadn’t been told, explicitly, how he was making congestion worse, defeating the two PMs’
promises to reduce congestion. Affordability is being expressed in levies and percentages of small units but
not the more important dominant pattern of development as high-rises raises prices.
The Greater Sydney Commission assists in the illusionment by releasing “visions” and imaginary “lines on
maps” whereas it has no ability to change the dominant transport and roads directions including the axial
congestion lines (and sterilised zones where tunnels are too deep) associated with the Metro fiascos.
What a mess sits on this Government’s social balance sheet. As England’s greatest reformer Lord Acton
wrote, “Every thing secret degenerates, even the administration of justice; nothing is safe that does not
show how it can bear discussion and publicity”. Breaking down the accretions of political and media laxity
can only come from 360o awareness. Morrison is doing the unforgiveable with a matter as minor as border
policies under Corona. That would be laughable if it wasn’t so sad.
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We have the full analysis of the balanced medical/economic strategy based on the Murray/Gibbons
Template. Add to that the “replanning overlay” that I have been pushing on the Government’s since 2015
to
1.

Take account of changing demographics – now urgent

2. Take account of changing migration – ditto
3. Pause the disastrous engineering collapses of the Sydney Metros (all of) and of the Rozelle megamess which meshes with the 12 year Baird mess of a cheaper, faster and more effective transit
option (yes, this analyst’s)
4. Halt the Debt vortex that Berejiklian is pursuing in her desperate race to finish her illegitimate
handover to Hong Kong of a densification platform that they do not have to pay for and which will
be economically and financially decrepit – Constance has already had to opine that several billions
might have to spent to make the Central State densification work.
We need to be reminded of the incompetence of Berejiklian as Treasurer and then Premier. The standard
of related journalism is appalling – why did none realise – and when told – why did none listen?!?
(Following is essence of my 2015 and subsequent submissions to Turnbull and Morrison, all suppressed by
Kennedy:
Commission Options & Scenarios papers on
1. each of the significant scenario/regional challenges in the Sydney Metropolitan area associated
with housing affordability and congestion reduction, in accordance with iA guidelines for
feasibility tests and business cases and the Prime Minister’s if you want someone to change, you
must persuade them there’s a problem, then you explain the solution.
2. engage the community in line with NewDemocracy’s and ResPublica’s Civic Limits guidelines
3. report to the national and state governments, in relation to the following key challenges:
•

Corridor mapping (travel needs versus current and anticipated gaps in access coverage) shown
in the Urban Transport Statement of 2006 and any subsequent evidence-based investigations

•

Maximising the capacity of transport infrastructure to service the new dwellings level of
800,000+ over 15 years and then further growth over 30 years, considering –
a. Distribution of high rise, medium density and fully distributed housing types according to
broad accessibility, affordability and life style criteria, matched to transport corridors
b. Service standards compared in terms of walking distances, generated hourly and daily
rail/bus/car numbers, usage costs, and TfNSW/RMS opinions on congestion impacts
considering local road and transit network conditions etc
c. Technologies best suited to each corridor and for system integration
d. Nett self-reliance
i. Revenues from fare box, tolls, levies, practicable and equitable value capture, and
explicit subsidies from all levels of government, discounted and compared with
ii. Costs – operating, capital, employment numbers, time preference (phasing/timing)
and externality
e. Community environmental and family budget diseconomies as well as benefits, equity in
all aspects
f. Impacts on
i. Trends in housing costs and
ii. energy and heat sink factors
g. logistics and employment needs including linking Ports Hunter, Botany and Kembla with
the Inland Rail Bridge and IMT at or near Eastern Creek
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4. The scenario areas include normal parameter and sensitivity testing within accepted benefit/cost
analysis practices – avoiding “nonsense on stilts” (Peter Self), “options” including:
a. maximum utilisation of Metro lines and WestConnex where fully legitimised
(NW/Chatswood to Sydenham), the Iron Cove/Gladesville and Harbour Bridges, and
alternatives where Metros and roads/tunnels are envisioned but not yet legitimised, and
b. Sydney to Parramatta – West Metro, Christie/Greiner fast trains, release of paths via
Chatswood to Parramatta for 2nd Airport and other fast trains etc
c. The innerwest and Eastern Suburbs to the NorthWest and Peninsula (cross-Harbour) –
Metro, linked bus and tram networks via known bridge options and/or tunnels
d. The Bays and Innerwest including “Barangaroo ExpressNet©” i.
Linking of the street transit systems (bus and tram) on the eastern and western
sides of the CBD
ii.
Completion of the innerwest tram network back to Central (via SydUni,
Broadway Centre, Catholic Uni, Central Park and UTS), and possibly out to (say)
Macquarie Park and/or (say) Burwood
iii.
Resolution of CBD congestion by the elimination of 7 E/W conflicted
intersections through a circumferential road by-pass and transit boulevard
iv.
Provision of fast transit through The Bays to the Victoria Road corridor at
Rozelle, including the Overseas Passenger Terminal and White Bay Power
Station (the Google site, now foregone due to delays in providing transit unlocking, UrbanGrowth having frozen 16,000 units til 2021-2)
v.
Relief of the ANZAC Bridge which is about to experience more congestion off the
WestConnex works
vi.
Promotion of walking and cycling in extension of current programs, and
vii.
Provision of a basis of a long-term fast transit service using Flexity Swifta or
similar tram/trains to link street and rail transit systems.
e. Northern Beaches, both to/from CBD/south and NorthWest including federal, 2008 and
subsequent proposals with their differential impacts on the Peninsula’s character and
liveability
f. NorthWest to KSA and CBD via Strathfield using tram/trains, including other routes
g. SouthWest and SouthEast to Northwest employment zones

Jim is impressive on macroeconomic discussions but must break the chains that it seems Kennedy has
twisted around him. There is a webpage on “Rogues Gallery” from which this is drawn and vice versa.

Kennedy added to Chalmers
Dr Stephen
Kennedy
Secretary
Australian
Treasury
2IC in various
agencies then
Secretary of
Dept Industry
TC&RD 9/2017
to 8/19

Theme: receives nearly $1 million a year for no discernible positive value but disastrous
distortions of policies (e.g. WS City Plan, Covid-19 anti-compensation & “de-stimulus”)
and Budget and Parliamentary timetable manipulations, in fear, with Treasurer
Frydenberg. Prejudicial bias - blocked my email at first contact in 2017, malevolent in
shadows from 2015.
Started as a nurse and Ph D in Health Economics, when appointed to this position was
described by SMH’s Rodd Gittins as a noted macroeconomist. Oversaw with Gaetjens
such “appointments” as failed Nev Power NCCC to “cabinet-level status” (NCCC was
disestablished after my analysis was circulated) and the National Cabinet as a Cabinet
Committee, both desecrations of Constitutional law and custom.
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WS City Deal
Associate: Dr
Jim Chalmers,
Treasurer,
former
advisor to
then Premier
Morris Iemma
(see right)

Gave new PM Turnbull special service when I was critiquing the abysmal planning
performance of the Greater Sydney Commission (consequently GSC stole my planning
approach). The consequences were unprofessional and dysfunctional. When it was
demolished, Turnbull got iA to do a biased report on rail planning context, also
demolished. Kennedy distorted the UK City Plan model (critiqued by Prof Richard
Tomlinson - “This is an extraordinary assertion of power over planning for, and
infrastructure investment in, cities. It has no constitutional foundation.). Effects but also
as part of wider corruption of rail planning started by Premier Iemma:
•

Cut-off heavy rail transit connections between Illawarra to South West and
West, ditto freight and Aerotropolis, with serious regional consequences and
strategic bar to relocation of jobs westerly to reduce metropolitan congestion

•

Forced wasteful expenditure on unproductive metro train lines and Harbour
Crossing (associated dynamics) after I pointed to the avoidable dysfunctions
including sterilisation of excellent airport connectivity from a balloon loop off
Bradfield system at Badgerys Creek, following Greiner’s 2012 upgrading of the
Main West to 40,000 passengers per hour both directions

•

Political pillow to soften Turnbull disgrace way beyond professional duty.

The City Plan approach by-passed prudential safeguards and pre-allocated $100 million
to 2 favoured consultants to prepare a PR brochure. Berejiklian had over-committed
promises by more than $80 billion and scraped every possible cent from line budgets for
her beloved metros, the strategic context required lowest possible risk but Kennedy
went with extreme high risk. The 2022 iNSW SIS opted for my smaller, faster and lower
risk, the metros were incompletely planning in every dimension.
There is no guarantee that the City Plan was the best or even fifth best option or that
the Governments and local government can plan sophisticated infrastructure and land
use planning. The Grattan Institute reviewed the dreadful level of waste in Sydney and
proposed that politicians be divorced from planning-to-project cycles. The City Deal was
a prime example of complete stupidity.
The legendary head of Infrastructure, Mike Mrdak, said publicly that if you wanted to
have a good idea killed, send to the PMO (Kennedy) - kaput. Kennedy replaced him then
was appointed to Treasury, where he’d worked before. Golden Boy of the worst
decisionmaking governments in history.
I gave Turnbull an infrastructure cycle repair approach in December 2015 and
subsequently which was killed by Kennedy, the consequences are demonic. That has
continued to date under the “Integrity” ALP Government.
Bushfire & Coronavirus Response Disgraces
The 2017 bushfires made headlines around the world because PM Morrison acted like a
demented goat, was accused by fire chiefs of ignoring warnings and preparations for
over a year (which led to a torrent of PM deceit), and compensation went to advertising
companies with victims bereft for more than two years since.
The scared and disorganised PM/Treasury approach continued with Coronavirus from
early 2020. After being peppered with better ideas and forthright criticisms by me (as
recounted contemporaneously on websites), Frydenberg and Kennedy postponed a
budget, cancelled a formal Mid-Year statutory review, deferred Parliament, cancelled 2
weeks of Parliament, snuck in a faux mid-year review and then butchered-up a budget,
all because he could not face my progressive and intensifying criticisms and better
options. Morrison and Frydenberg increasingly dressed up their 2020 in hallucinogenic
terms:
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•

they started with a sound economy; when the economy was faltering through
2019 and the need for “stimulus” was openly debated from the middle of the
year

•

they acted decisively; when they dithered, made mistakes, had no plan – indeed,
the three waves of “stimulus” (misnomer) came on 12, 20 and 30 March, the
media not noticing the inherent confusion, but I did in real time and Frydenberg
obviously panicked

•

the big tranche on 30 March was obviously disorganised; it quickly fell apart as the
authors had eschewed the broader roadmap and gave appearance that there
was no coherent logic to the Morrison Government’s meanderings, a
characteristic of the behaviour during the bushfire and rorts imbroglios. It was
$60 billion out and a corrections package had to be announced because they
refused to listen, the authors also did not refer to this analyst’s webmails to the
PM, the saga set out stage-by-stage at www.sydneybetrayals.me and stimulusstupidity.com, and the in-depth critiques of the Budget and MYEFO refusals by
Morrison, Frydenberg and Kennedy to apply “budget repair” to the wider range
of previous blunders, at sydneyimprovementpolitics.com.

Everything that could go wrong, did. By comparison I produced a world-class
adaptation of OECD principles (The Murray/Gibbons Template) which was ignored by
both sides of politics and journalists., and forced Berejiklian back on malevolent
boundary constrictions and “stimulus” payments that increased business failures.
NCCC stole my earlier Principles of Recovery with “The more we can develop predictable,
reasoned and carefully considered closure processes to lock down outbreaks as they
occur, then we don't need to fall back to what is an ultimate sledgehammer squashing an
ant by closing the border completely” (Nev Power on 21 August ’20 in SMH) - he was the
problem.
Even now, with Kennedy there all through the chaos (notes from early 2021):

Approx. value
of negative
externalities
$145 billion

•

there is still no recognition of community resilience in the context of “local
solutions to local problems” – a combination of local cordon/s with supporting
arrangements in transit pathways is likely to be effective in disease terms

•

the “green zone” around the Murray was been hit for the THIRD MAJOR TIME
which should have been a last resort but which was a casual imposition, note the
NSW/Vic economies there are interlinked especially through employee/job
access

•

the “national cabinet” is clearly seen, again, to be a failure: the premiers and
chief ministers have acquiesced in the suppression of my work and still have “no
plan”, still do not listen, and still act singly instead of collegiately with shared
financial support from the Feds including quarantine (NB the crisis in nursing
homes seems to have been overcome through the application of SOPs (standard
operating procedures manuals) which is what the Feds should have arranged
before predictable recrudescences of coronavirus, as I urged from Day 1).

Notes:
1. the Gross Regional Product of Western Sydney alone is about $170 billion so over
a nominal 10 years $100 billion in lost opportunities and extra costs is about 12
percent. Before Corona intervened, the City Deal was a disproportionate brake
so Kennedy can come back with a contra case if he can to $100 billion avoidable
cost through a Christie/Greiner/Gibbons development of the Bradfield system
2. the impact of malicious decisions on the Murray and Queensland borders and on
the whole SME tourism and accommodation, arts and recreation sector was
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dramatic and is to be established through update to LG databases, maybe. The
avoidance of “local resilience” methods and recourse to closedowns has been
publicised as costing about $100 billion excluding waste in JobKeeper which
Kennedy was responsible for (it should not have been taken over by
Frydenberg). A nominal $45 billion is postulated and can be addressed by
Kennedy.
Kennedy’s role in three phases is regarded as a significant contributing factor to the mess Australia is in. I
organised the response to the announcement of closure of steelmaking in Newcastle in 3 days and
subsequent 3 weeks to PM and Premier. Look at the delays and confusion Kennedy caused in the
comparable “managing” role.

Investing in a sustainable future: carbon still stuck in 2020 mentality
“Integrity” has been defined too narrowly as explained in sydneybetrayals.me. As an ultra-short summary
which encompasses a decade and which can be seen to also cover the Albanese government:
1.

“Governance” is about making all the parts and systems of a multivariate city work better
together

2. The Greater Sydney Movement and UK Localism are about moving incompetent, lazy and
corrupted central government agencies out of the way of communities
3. The PM said he would reduce congestion in our cities and that “there’s no place for ideology”, but
a. NSW has no framework for setting goals, budgets and outcome-based Performance
Indicators let alone a risk/outcome matrix which allows it and the community to assess
financial, engineering, route and other options
b. The lack of project integrity raises costs, causes damage to communities, and shows the
world a sad sign of Sydney’s decline following the Improvement Generation (shown more
by Grattan than agencies)
c. The motive for the adoption of Metros (which in reality does not increase route coverage
or capacity) is real estate speculation with reduced tax and commercial risks
4. There are significant signs that current governance arrangements are not working. This is at the
serious end when an un-costed and even unmentionable consequence is the weakening of the
operational and financial integrity of the city’s main historical asset, the Bradfield-era rail system,
without compensating capacity
5. The departures of Nick Greiner from iNSW and Sir Rod Eddington from iA saw both bodies retract
from forensic analyses
6. The federal Department of Infrastructure & Regional Development is fused with commercial
interests in lobbies, on iA’s Board and in politics, and via “clients”, across the country. A “code”
will cover them as well as lobbyists
The re-introduction of untainted governance practices will reduce costs, speed the introduction of
projects which reduce congestion, improve affordability, and deliver productive community engagement
There is general ignorance of the engineering, economic, environmental, community and
intergenerational defects of infrastructure and like contracting programs which reflects the corruption of
Eddington, Greiner and general “Treasury Regs” protocols.
The Coalition and Labor are opposed to “repair” (OECD’s “review”) so the economic challenge of postcarbon reconstruction is impeded by poor measurement, neglected options, failing assets and waste.
Albanese underestimates the magnitude of the challenge. This graphic is from May 2020:
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ASSUMPTIONS based on observation
1.

CROSS SECTION OF REINFORCED
CROME-STEEL

There was an intention to shift energy focus to
natural gas, developed by Kunkel’s confidants
NCCC was conceived as a privatisation of the
policy role, firmly under Gaetjen’s control
Operatives were chosen by the confidants
NCCC’s failure has deprived Morrison of
legitimacy and he’ll realise that soon

2.

3.
4.

CAMPAIGN CITADEL

EDUCATION
• Articulate, media savvy,
Zoom costs not met

KEY
Conspirators
Excluded interests

Group confidants

Morrison as PM

Steal approach to Murray zone
Steal approach to continuity

MENZIES CLUB & LOBBIES
• Sold out to Manon, ancillary
to PMO, hostile to
traditionalists

• Blundering is endemic but
camouflaged & denied
• Insecure, bullying, abusive

REGIONAL SMEs
• Confused, sapped, underresourced, uncertain

IMPROVEMENT / HISTORY
• Suppressed, disenfranchised, robbed of IP

FEDERALES

HEALTH
• Confused, very very tired,
media on side, unprepared

Sustain Morrison’s primacy
Reinforce RW of Coalition
Foster Gas lobby, disguise coal
Fight urban MPs e.g. Andrews
Resist wider climate debate
Pretend to be “nation building”
Disguise loss of Menzies values
Mute Party Room misgivings

CLIMATE CHANGE FOCUS
• Disparate & disorganised,
under-resourced, very
smart, inexperienced in
political change

• Deceitful & manipulative of
others’ rights and IP

Disguise targets
Increase donations
Boost WA vote
Foster East Coast
industrial muscle
Suppress renewables

URBAN TERROR
• Scared of hidden
transmission, miss sociable
sites, distraught at loss of
social cross- support

All escape
routes lost

STATE GRINGOS
• Blundering is profound
• NSW Kremlin Inc codified
& internalised by
Berejiklian
• Extreme hubris through
two Premiers’ cycles
• Agenda is destructive of
legacy, committed to HK

Australia has regained some pride in each other after the guilt of 2019 and PM Albanese has shown a
surprising degree of compassion and friendship with peers across the world. His firm promise “to change”
and to implement Integrity have been met in some areas, in streaks in others and not at all in a few critical
areas, namely
•

Integrity past the prospect of a national ICAC into proper management practices from top to bottom,
including merit-based appointments, with exceptions punished and corrected fast

•

respect for citizen rights and community engagement: turn planning around, from back rooms into
due diligence a la Eddo and Greiner as in Creative Reconstruction

•

fast and sympathetic “repair” for the victims of past brutality regardless of their integrity in
independent and forthright advice, expiate debt and acknowledge Hero status

*

Extinguish traditional NSW vindictiveness - Head Office trait post-Unsworth

*

Prosecute political and executive managers who inflict exile, illness & disease on citizens

*

Apologise for past climate disregard & coal pretence, stop prosecution of anti-CSG protesters et al

*

Take the cases of deaths and disablement seriously and NEVER blame the victim.

The harsh reality is that local governance was to be a focus of the O’Farrell Coalition’s and of Federal
Minister Albanese’s reform moves about a decade ago. The effect was that BOF’s successor Mike Baird
wrecked local government so that it is in a greater disarray than a century ago!
Newcastle’s post-carbon recovery was world-class in speed and quality across eight industry sectors plus
real estate, with virtually no Federal (Howard/Costello) or State (Carr) financial support. Cost and speed are
important in adjusting to technology demands, bringing endogenous parties together as under the later
Detroit model. Innovation becomes natural. Morrison/Kennedy’s malenomics was the opposite in logic
and quality:
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That compares with Sydney’s metro trains which are unplanned and disorganised, with engineering and
financial disasters camouflaged by bi-level and bi-Party government relations with the PRC’s Hong Kong
MTR, and lacking a sustainable financial model so blow out into Debt Lakes.
They have massive adverse implications for heavy-rail based transit and freight capacity problems and
options across the Illawarra, South West, West and North West regions of Sydney - all in all a clumsy
permanent hit on national productivity.
They are the products of breakdowns in “due diligence” and “integrity”, the latter getting a lot of attention
in Australian politics but in limited terms. Similar disorganisation was seen in the economic and governance
responses to bushfires and coronavirus, with small business, renewable technologies and affordable
housing being in the OECD templates but excluded by PM Morrison and Treasurer Frydenberg.
The proper way to plan a city has been defined by Sir Rod Eddington’s iA, Nick Greiner’s iNSW and the
Commission of Audit’s Interim Report. They do not seek any particular outcome except efficiency,
effectiveness, environment and economy; but they definitely exclude pre-choices about modes (as did the
PM’s policy commitment – “there’s no place for ideology here”). The ICAC Act and mainstream public
service practices preclude corruption, preferment and unfair treatment.
What we had at the end of 2017 is a new “stench” since un-repaired:
•

rejection of iA and iNSW prudential and probity standards, iA reporting continuing breaches, the
cost of “waste” exceeds $30 billion since the eviction of Greiner in 2012

•

a metastasising cancer of repeated mistakes especially Labor’s metros, with no “logic” – no
technology, route, cost or timing options properly considered

•

expungement of massive work by Ron Christie and Nick Greiner as well as Sir Rod Eddington and
others

•

lack of proper population and employment discussions including over an imbalance between overpressured and wasteful city Vs under-funding of willing regions.

•

secret documents, many leaked progressively to The Age
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•

hidden benefit/cost numbers – 110 redactions in Bankstown “summary”, ES tram’s a sham,
WestConnex’s a lie

•

poor pre-planning and excessive cost escalations across all projects with WestConnex’s associated
works un-costed and the Metros’ fictional

•

developer and Big Business patrons including the Infrastructure Partnerships Australia, Property
Council, Committee for Sydney and Urban Taskforce

•

cowed parliamentarians who cannot wander from the ideological “pre-set correctness”

•

deceit over the damage to the Bradfield-era heavy rail system – and still no “city plan”

•

community disengagement with 67 high-rises in Campsie alone and heritage damage in Haberfield,
North Parramatta and North Sydney/Sydney CBDs etc

“Stench” was defined in the planning documents. There has been an exiling of the professional and wiser
heads of the Wran and Greiner reform pushes, indeed Christie, Messiter, Greiner, Eddington, Dempster and
Cox have been expunged from the blaumange of the Bairdijiklian crisis which has no solution – the Premier
has jumped off the precipice and will be damned if she goes forward and damned if she brakes. The Metros
brought down Labor, Berejiklian deliberately rekindled that to the Coalition’s knowing peril. [Keneally let
go of the metros but Albanese and Chalmers never did.]
Berejiklian hated me for being right when she blundered as with the CBD to Eastern Suburbs tram and
when Google asked for my bridge to enable their national technology and innovation hub at White Bay, she
started a campaign to neuter my idea, later steal it through Urban Growth and then Planning Minister
Stokes replicate Google but without a transit solution. This was plagiarism of Google and me, reverseinnovation and totally dysfunctional.
Who remembers John T Dunlop’s immortal “Attitudes to technology change depend on whose ox is being
gored”?
Berejiklian told the world that she would not back down but as the Herald State roundsman, Sean
Nicholls, wrote of her principal partner since 2009, her reason for being there was that “There was much
to "refresh", chiefly the perception that the government under Baird's crash or crash through approach had
grown supremely arrogant”. Opinions surveys showed rejection of her forced densification obsession as
an indicator she and her colleagues’ militaristic habits failed Labor too. She intensified, not repaired,
Baird’s damage which Perrottet extended and intensified through falsifying Budget processes. Albanese
and Chalmers are in blissful denial about deleterious effects on
1.

Budgets and associated debt and program projections

2. Carbon levels through under-funding of renewables and excessive congestion, road freight and
industrial inertia
3. Transfer of undue debt to future generations while reducing their ability to fund education, health
and environment priorities.
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Greiner’s iNSW produced First Things First in October 2012. That February, Infrastructure Australia
(supported by iNSW) had questioned
whether it was worth spending $8.5 billion on the line to Sydney's north west suburbs, and lamenting a
lack of detail about the plan. The criticism, released yesterday by the state government, mirrors
arguments made internally by Barry O'Farrell's advisory body, Infrastructure NSW.
The chief executive of Infrastructure Australia... expressed support for focusing on transport links
around Parramatta. He added he had been given no information on how the state government planned
to bring trains to the city from the north west when train paths into the city were almost full. ''We
can't see what happens at Chatswood,'' Mr Deegan told the Herald....
The Transport Minister, Gladys Berejiklian, however, rejected Mr Deegan's criticism. She said the government
had put together a 2200-page environmental impact statement and a ''detailed'' submission to Infrastructure
Australia of more than 70 pages.
Whatever the respective merits of argument in the paper warfare were, that represented a critical crack in
NSW’s planning credibility. Greiner's iNSW’s Board was full of heavy-hitters and it produced very
interesting material that, in a mature democracy, would have produced a signature debate. There were
also contentious elements, especially from the Ministry of Silly Walks (CBD underground bus tunnel and
Parramatta Road undergrounding - both impractical and with very low cost effectiveness
PORT BOTANY has received undue preference through the Government’s ownership interests replacing the
State’s strategic needs. Its capacity has been misstated and its longevity is limited to within the lead-in time
required for alternatives.
We have the respective Governments' constrictions on Kembla and Newcastle and the implications of the
Calfas Panel’s pro-monopoly recommendations, together with the poor quality of the draft Freight and
Ports strategy, making the sad and sorry conclusion that the Berejiklian Government (as fused with
Turnbull’s) has mismanaged the economy to a decisive degree.
As Ports Australia published, the conclusion that (earlier Albanese’s and ) Berejiklian’s approach “LACKS
CLARITY AND IS LIKELY TO RAISE AMBIGUITY AMONG THE COMMUNITY AND UNCERTAINTY FOR
BUSINESSES LOOKING TO INVEST ... IT DOES NOT TRANSLATE TO MEANINGFUL ACTIONS FOR THE
FUTURE OF THIS STATE AND ITS PORTS NETWORK”.
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The Tool Box: options & solutions
Australia needs “a plan” but that has to be in the manner of Nugget Coombs’ and my style (based also on
Peter Cox).
From Unfinished Agenda: Repairing Corona Damage
International observers still need to understand that the economic and social costs of even
Australia’s relatively modest level of COVID-19 infections is unnecessarily high and due to political
incompetence. The COVID-19 pandemic highlights systemic weaknesses in Australia’s political,
medical and economic structures and processes. Solutions needed to be as holistic as are the
problems. The inter-related areas include international diplomacy, bushfires in tourism areas and
political nous. The success and failures of leadership saw “repair” refused, with NSW’s third wave
being the result of pure stupidity but across National Cabinet.
The dominant factor in responding to all pandemics is governance, with medical solutions arriving
later. Australia was luckier with COVID-19 than most but failed in many respects. Sensible reform ideas
have been suppressed, with consequences most dire. The Murray River economy was capriciously and
maliciously damaged by Government action while the curtailment of stimulus has damaged all small and
medium businesses.
The thesis here is that that “gifting” culture, which includes executive de-skilling and journalistic
churnalism, effectively neutered Australia’s chances of minimising the impacts of the Novel Coronavirus
pandemic (COVID-19). Now the challenge is to repair the blunders and accelerate “improvement stimulus”
which will see Australia becoming more equitable, more prosperous, and cleaner and safer to live in. PM
Morrison’s smugness is false bravado: he has not yet started genuine stimulus. Treasurer Frydenberg will
not listen and continues blunders in straight lines.
It’s worse than that, Frydenberg/Kennedy was confronted with a 2019 Malenomics package and
cancelled MYEFO, deferred the Budget, deferred Parliament, cancelled 2 weeks of Parliament, and
deceived himself into more “gifting” tranches. “The Emperor has no clothes”. That they got further
into trouble was no surprise but that they oppose repair of their blunders is catastrophic. Industry
groups are Big Business and disregard SMEs. Local government has a potential role but is excluded.
The Governments ignore, even suppress, the solutions which the Australian people should have the
opportunity to understand and discuss, including new budgetary processes to assist with “targeted and
proportionate” (which the Government has been unable to achieve) & to save lives; and the impediments
to that, being the people and processes including in the Coalition Governments in Canberra and Sydney &
the National Cabinet and NCC which cause us grief.
“Budget repair” must be included in the 2020 Budget cycle: A re-planning overlay via iA “Month End
Economic & Financial Outlook” regime to guide stimulus targetting & cash flow needs
• What should be in the 2nd phase “stimulus cycle”
• OECD guidelines
• Current gaps & Budget
• Administrative reforms including National Cabinet & local government
There have been so many bungles and crocodile tears. The PM decried early hospitalising of cases. We
are entitled to suppose that fewer disease effects would have been caused had early hospitalisation been
enforced, which was the medical advice. Further, that dithering cost millions of jobs and puts more
pressure on the next generations which are already facing walls of debt. J’accuse !
There was no “plan” and instead there should have been:
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We end with 8 major issues still
•

Bushfire “ready” as a metaphor

As in bushfires, there are three generic phases, none acknowledged in specific ways by governments and
consequently none done well if at all. There is the survival mode where personal and property safety are
paramount. Then follow stimulus which is short-term revival, months; then recovery which is long-term in
industrial and infrastructure terms. The Coalitions have deceived communities in saying that infrastructure
is stimulus, it is not, it is camouflage for corruption of national and state budget funding of cronies’
schemes. They have not been prepared for survival and therefore have failed there too.
Tourism regions are bushfire-prone as well as Corona-vulnerable. The 2019-20 fires were horrendous: the
backburning model had failed for decades and calls to bring back Aboriginal landcare methods
ignored. Berejiklian showed a caring face and regained lost credibility. Morrison was cruel and abusive and
became an international clown.
He promised reconstruction funds and expressed disdain months later when he said it had not been spent
because fire victims did not need it. There followed lots of small-scale activity seen in websites but
Morrison rejected the Royal Commission’s call to buy heavy-lift air tankers. He rejected this analyst’s
Aboriginal landcare submission (c 8,000 rangers). The first fire in 2020-21 was as uncontrollable as in the
earlier firegrounds. Morrison deliberately dithered away a full year.
My 8,000 strong indigenous landcare model, which has been both plagiarised and suppressed (cherrypicked) is the only known systematic approach.
The metaphor works on these premises which parallel Trump’s. Shortage of PPEs and no patient-handling
“standard operating procedures”, quarantine failures, random closures/refusals to close down diseaseridden zones, merits of fast hospitalisation versus sacrifices of old folk, incompetent and doctrinaire
political appointees, and Morrison washing his hands of his responsibilities for quarantine, border control
and Fed-owned aged care agencies.
•

Stimulus mechanisms working

On Friday 24 April, the Bubble accepted they had made process and other mistakes and backed off with a
revised package. In the SMH the next day, Shane Wright and Nick Bonyhardy published “Treasurer closes
loopholes, fixes problems with JobKeeper” (both had refused to listen to me previously):
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While broadly welcomed by the business community with more than 400,000 formally enrolling in the
scheme this week, there have been a series of complaints about its structure and operation. They
include pressures on small businesses to find a month's worth of wage payments upfront, much higher
wages for almost 1.7 million part-time workers, rules governing charities and even the structure of
firms.
They didn’t mention other problems discussed here. They also did not explain the deferral by six months of
the Budget in the context of the imminent publication of my consolidated demolition of Frydenberg’s
Budget and MYEFO, rorts and stimulus mistakes. My precise stimulus and delivery ideas have not been
matched by governments (see “Border Wars”).
On 23 July 2020Morrison and Frydenberg responded to this analyst’s pressure over corrupted stimulus to
cancel stimulus rather than face claims for plagiarism over previous cycles and incompetence in the current
one. Therefore food and accommodation, the driving forces of tourism, were left adrift and arts and
recreation were deferred to the never-never. Timing is critical in stimulus: as Morrison has wrecked it, the
economy has been unnecessarily damaged.
Berejiklian’s malicious actions against the Murray River economy and the Queensland border were
especially despicable, making hers and the 23/7 decision a double-tap to SMEs. So-called Liberal leaders are
anti-business. Important elements like continuing social support are discussed under the OECD heading.
It was later accepted by NCCC that
“The more we can develop predictable, reasoned and carefully considered closure processes to lock
down outbreaks as they occur, then we don't need to fall back to what is an ultimate sledgehammer
squashing an ant by closing the border completely” (Nev Power on 21 August ’20 in SMH) - but he is
the problem as he has picked up that theme from me, not having any background in the matters.
National Cabinet has been defeating Morrison’s imperialist propositions and the members should be receiving
better briefings than Morrison’s cabal is capable of. Albanese in particular must be encouraged to remove its
opaque and capricious rampaging through communities”
•

National & International Integrity

Integrity is indivisible. PM Morrison worked with President Trump to abuse the NZ PM over carbon
policies; then tried to shoehorn his anti-climate warrior, the former Finance Minister, into the top chair at
OECD by lying about climate credentials. He was known to have lied to President-elect Biden, IMF and
OECD, and to G20 and other leaders. He calls his NSW ally “gold star” and abuses Labor leaders over the
same issues, except that he shares with Berejiklian a dishonest infrastructure “pipeline”, plagiarism and
vindicative bullying, inadequate and ineffective “stimulus” measures and social support streams, and
budgetary gaps compared with OECD guidelines including maintaining massive waste and unnecessary
debt. He and Frydenberg deliberately construct corrupt budgets including a gift of $44 million to
Morrison’s Hillsong international conglomerate.
The predominant political culture at Fed and State (NSW and SA) levels is of a fused coalition of mutual
boosting. That includes their reliance on back-corridor operatives who have no real life experience or
achievements, in fact, the greater their record of corruption of process and protocol, the more they are
paid. They are “virtually” violent towards independent thinkers. They cannot provide quality advice, they
cause problems, then they reinforce the problems to protect their egos. They are unacceptable in a
democracy.
•

Repair of budgets, projects and policies (OECD & IMF)

As with the bushfires, Morrison rejects climate change in toto and particularly OECD’s “Reviewing all
government expenditure will be necessary to ensure adequate spending on high-priority areas and people,
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and enhance growth without threatening debt sustainability. Starting a review of public expenditures early
is important because reallocation of spending towards priority areas is usually gradual”. [On 15 June, 6
October and 18 December PM Morrison repeated the canards of successive failed cycles of stimulus, which,
lacking rationale and wasting rivers of taxpayers’ money, seem to be based on twisted priorities in the back
corridors of The Bubble – Morrison’s intrinsic “groupthink” lock-up.] IMF used different words to convey the
same intent.
“Reviewing” was anathema to Frydenberg/Kennedy (as being opposed to “Budget repair”) and Berejiklian
(psychotic addiction to HK loss-making shiny toys and the Debt Lake). The “costs” of waste and ignored
advice are discussed on in other places.
The challenges for PM Albanese and Treasurer Chalmers have been explained fully and thoroughly
ignored, it seems.
At the most basic levels, the optimistic political push to re-open the gates and “hope for the best”
overlooked real challenges, not least being the lack of relevant data collection and reporting at industry
sector, local, city/region and national levels – “targetting” and early warnings we now know to be
essential. Then there was and is a critical unmet need for a strong local system (as the Feds impede
progress) for economic/medical continuity. “Local solutions” are MIA. NSW is always on the wrong foot.
OECD: The adoption of well-designed fiscal rules, and a reformed budget process that strengthens
incentives for prudent long-term planning and provides better information, would help shape
budget decisions. … independent fiscal councils and specific budget tools like the long-term fiscal
target established with the Enzi-Whitehouse budget reform legislation in the US could be helpful in
this respect [Enzi is macro-political about national parameters, good stuff needed here but not
discussed ici]
The contrary situation prevailed: Morrison and Berejiklian plotted a joint path of debt-raising to pay for
unsustainable Hong Kong residential densification, leading to suburban stress and disorder.
The creation of Infrastructure NSW was seen to be the needed repair to Labor’s Metro lunacy. Instead,
Berejiklian ejected Nick Greiner, and her Laborite malonomics has spread across Australia: no due
diligence, low to negative benefit/cost ratios, subsidising foreign corporates not reaping PPP
contributions, stealing IP, appointing jackals to guard posts – all repeated at the
Turnbull/Morrison level. Macro results depend on micro synergy NCCC has no plan, no fiscal rules, the
re-carbonisation agenda dominated from when Neville Power was appointed, he only contacted
caravan parks after I wrote to Govt/him in copyright form.
The National Cabinet and the National Covid-19 Coordination Commission started under the pressure of
medicos and state and territory leaders. They exist as creatures of Phil Gaetjens’ Department of Prime
Minister & Cabinet, have no “plan” or technical competence, and have refused to listen to independent
expertise.
He and Morrison camouflaged these basic OECD-type issues which OECD and PM Albanese need to
acknowledge:
•

NSW failed to assess situations, options, scenarios and solutions; to engage its communities and
develop a willingness to pay; or show it met COAG and generally-accepted standards of assessment

•

The metro train network meets none of the usual objectives – neither new viable system nor wise
strengthening of the existing system

•

The works are commercially unviable in revenue and cost terms, indeed it is the most expensive and
inefficient possible scheme or so it seems
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•

The program will cannibalise the existing double-decker system, causing long-term unforeseen
consequences, without meeting land use development and taxation goals

•

The program will inconvenience commuters to/from NW and elsewhere permanently, with forced
change of mode and loss of special events and disaster recovery capabilities, compared with the
Greiner/Gibbons alternative which Berejiklian is so scared of.

•

Local government is vigorous in local solutions

Genuine Localism is of use in many contexts including a long-term solution to greyhound racing problems
as seen at www.sydneybetrayals.me. I’m not aware of any person in NCCC or national and state
governance who understands “local solutions to local problems”.
Innovation Districts and city/states as well as genuine Localism are vital elements in overcoming local
barriers to innovation. Can we trust State politicians to overpower their extended chains of internal Party
patronage? – no way. NCCC had been criticised for awarding a whopper PR contract, maybe they should
be required to do continuous, clever market surveys of real people at no additional Budget cost, to teach
them to not puff up this-or-that mate.
•

Clever technologies to repair congestion

“Reducing congestion” is a super-symbol of a whole range of issues covering transport access across
regions, age groups and time zones; trucks and buses on roads; and self-containment of developing
fringes which is often talked about but success is the rare exception. The Planning Minister among others
has said that those who do not understand history are bound to repeat its mistakes; but does his
government?
The Eddington Bedrock: from Christie to Greiner to Gibbons is an amalgam of ideas, most of which had been
tested in one way or the other. Together as well as individually they make sense; but there are other things
to do and a better way of identifying options and scenarios, engaging the community over projects and
methods of financing and accommodating them, and getting rid of populist nonsense and lobbyist
corruption.
The Greater Sydney Commission is a tragedy and travesty. The Reform Council used to proclaim that they
were not focussed on the CBD but on Sydney. Who, pray tell, is doing that now! NO ONE! Innovation
comes from ideas competition which is anathema to fascist-inclined cliques. Their way is waste, debt and
stupidity, enforced.

Economic leadership and nous
The Federal and NSW Governments do not have savvy economic agencies, iA and iNSW are embedded with
industry lobbies. In Morrison’s first 4 stimulus packages, starting well before the bushfires and Novel
Coronavirus, there were no options considered but we know they existed in the ether and included:
•

Option A, status quo: muddle through behind closed doors, serial revisions, unclear objectives,
little or no data and critical issues analyses, force opponents into gunboat diplomacy, throw up
smokescreens about “$100 billion over 10 years” then retreat when whacked by forensic critique,
ignore virus warning signs and thus be unprepared, persist with truly damaging infrastructure
projects which are debt bombs, focus on idiocies like attacking firies and farmers out of ignorance,
issue a meaningless national SMS message, evade Parliament, force businesses to borrow bridging
cash instead of advancing the agreed amounts, have secret deals which undermine public processes
(Baird/Gaetjens/ Calfas damage to Newcastle, Wollongong and “Morrison’s Backyard”), ensure LG
reform is so inept that it cannot reoccur within 10 years (Tas, WA and NSW), befuddle media, and
form a national cabinet to mask central confusion around inept political appointees
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•

Option B: Prepare a national economic framework as PM Menzies and economist HC “Nugget”
Coombs did post-1945, have transparent contingency planning based on risk analyses and science,
understand and prepare for the inevitable next rounds of bushfires and bat crossover viruses, build
up stocks of equipment and PPE, develop a contingency plan for border control + internal
movements + placement of testing and hospital resources etc, recognise defects in Border
Protection and RFS models and develop the alternatives, don’t make faux-marketing promises,
inform media, reinstate full reporting of PIs and LG statistics, bring the people along with you

•

Option C – NSIP: face an emergency with alarum, expert economist prepares Newcastle Strategic
Infrastructure Plan (framework) in 2 days, shares it with senior managers and Council – all agree,
shares with all other 12 Councils in Hunter with Milton Morris – all agree, shares with NSW Minister
for Planning Knowles – he endorses it as a model for the whole State. Mesh budgets and site
programs, fully engage innovative businesses through 8 sector clusters with Council as facilitator –
systematic foundation but municipal inertia reasserts with reversion to deficit budgeting, loss of
council leadership. NSIP was based on gathering data and analyses from all sources before
finalising implementation details – the opposite of Morrison’s approach.

We know that the treatment of casuals and local government activities has been up and down, again
reflecting the lack of forethought. These are all options which should have been considered and informed
by the community, not just big businesses, seeing that it is claimed the bods had been on-track for weeks
(which we’re entitled to question).
The delays in Morrison’s scheme, which can be said to have been dunderheaded, were unnecessary to a
large degree.
•

Governance leadership and national cabinet

The National Cabinet was tied to Gaetjen’s apron strings from the beginning and minutes have not leaked
so we have to assume they failed to address a positive way of the crisis. So in addition to the policy and
process improvements outlined in the above download (c), here is an initiative to make national Budget
decisionmaking more relevant (it includes aspects I introduced in the State Government to the praise of the
then head of Treasury, Professor Percy Allan):
•

update reports and community-based data series (with ABS etc) which will guide "targetting" spatial and sector areas needing early intervention vs those doing well (in document)

•

a special advisory panel, Stimulus Recovery Monitoring Panel or SRMP, well away from the NCC
under Gaetjens and the BCA and Australian Industry Group, representative of SME activities across
various sectors, retired but still connected, accountable for probity. In NSW I based monthly reports
on +/- exception foci and that will predominate, but action line items will be critical

•

a new statutory instrument called MEEFYO or "month end economic and financial outlook", this to
get Treasury off its butt and away from its beehive, using the monthly inputs to the full, engaging
councils and communities. It will consolidate into MYEFO and the Budgets on the current proper
6/12-month basis

•

active auditing by the ANAO and state and territory bodies to reduce waste and ensure probity
(better than JobKeeper's).

The reality of flexibility, scalability and rapidity will be met through these initiatives, which might well be
improved through agency and community engagement. There is much more as you will find.
It is a crippling failure as will be explained in the full booklet. Stimulus should be about healing and
rejuvenating, not putting band-aids on self-inflicted bruises.
Turnbull and his erratic friend Stephen Kennedy (and the worst planning blunder in history, his “Western
Sydney City Plan”) emphasised but did not understand “productivity” in infrastructure: in 2016 Gibbons
estimated that the cost of suppressing his innovations exceeded $40 billion in current capital terms and $
trillions in lost opportunities ($1 billion-plus alone off the Goanna Bridge in The Bays, at low capital cost),
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while Turnbull’s pet projects embedded avoidable rising congestion and housing costs measured by
transport statisticians to exceed $20 billion a year once the cancerous underpinning is taken into account.
There is a dictum in economics, to state your assumptions and err on the conservative side. I have taken the
second option for the following reasons:
1.

the complexity and uncertainties are incredible and politics is dominating science in terms of early
re-openings = high risk

2. dithering has cost 1.4 million lost jobs and the Government has not even started its stimulus
package for tourism, 156 days on
3. the Government has appointed inexperienced people to key posts and rejected a generous offer by
an expert reform planner, increasing the risk and costs of delay (those options are under copyright
so the Government has snookered itself.)
4. where States have re-opened early in the USA, experience is that c 12-15% only of former patronage
returns, due to majority fear of infection. Texas has paused its re-opening. That fear is evident here
5. the caravan industry is refusalist and likely to miss out on the relevant two-part stimulus package
outlined on this site if it remains quiescent
6. the Government has mismanaged the political agenda by focussing on relaxing environmental
controls over distant, long-term projects
OECD: Fiscal multipliers are likely to be near zero during a full shutdown, as government programmes may
not boost private consumption and investment much given administrative restrictions on economic
activity. Instead, the main goal of the policy response is to preserve jobs and household incomes, and
protect firms from bankruptcies.
The OECD’s “directions” will be corrupted further In Australia, harming current and future generations, as
there are permanent defects here.
Naturally the “fruit of the poisoned vine” is exactly what “Budget repair” should be about, add removing
what Turnbull called “anachronistic spatial determinism” and what IMF calls an “idiosyncratic drag”.
Frydenberg lies about the underpinning dynamics of independent reports as well as Budgets and MYEFOs.
The 2019 Budget Repair submission remains intact but with corona additions – and important ones at that.
The establishment of a ground-floor stable and safe basis for business and community continuity is a worldwide need.
No agency or other body has done such analyses and developed such initiatives. They are holistic as must
be re-democratisation and inter-generational equity.
We have the full analysis of the balanced medical/economic strategy based on the Murray/Gibbons
Template. Add to that the “replanning overlay” that I have been pushing on the Government’s since 2015
to
1.

Take account of changing demographics – now urgent

2. Take account of changing migration – ditto
3. Pause the disastrous engineering collapses of the Sydney Metros (all of) and of the Rozelle megamess which meshes with the 12 year Baird mess of a cheaper, faster and more effective transit
option (yes, this analyst’s)
4. Halt the Debt vortex that Berejiklian is pursuing in her desperate race to finish her illegitimate
handover to Hong Kong of a densification platform that they do not have to pay for and which will
be economically and financially decrepit – Constance has already had to opine that several billions
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might have to spent to make the Central State densification work.
We need to be reminded of the incompetence of Berejiklian as Treasurer and then Premier. The
standard of related journalism is appalling – why did none realise – and when told – why did none
listen?!?
(Following is essence of my 2015 and subsequent submissions to Turnbull and Morrison, all suppressed
by Kennedy:
Commission Options & Scenarios papers on
each of the significant scenario/regional challenges in the Sydney Metropolitan area associated with
housing affordability and congestion reduction, in accordance with iA guidelines for feasibility tests and
business cases and the Prime Minister Turnbull’s if you want someone to change, you must persuade
them there’s a problem, then you explain the solution.
engage the community in line with NewDemocracy’s and ResPublica’s Civic Limits guidelines
report to the national and state governments, in relation to the following key challenges:
Corridor mapping (travel needs versus current and anticipated gaps in access coverage) shown in the
Urban Transport Statement of 2006 and any subsequent evidence-based investigations
Maximising the capacity of transport infrastructure to service the new dwellings level of 800,000+ over
15 years and then further growth over 30 years, considering –
Distribution of high rise, medium density and fully distributed housing types according to broad
accessibility, affordability and life style criteria, matched to transport corridors
Service standards compared in terms of walking distances, generated hourly and daily rail/bus/car
numbers, usage costs, and TfNSW/RMS opinions on congestion impacts considering local road and
transit network conditions etc
Technologies best suited to each corridor and for system integration
Nett self-reliance
Revenues from fare box, tolls, levies, practicable and equitable value capture, and explicit
subsidies from all levels of government, discounted and compared with
Costs – operating, capital, employment numbers, time preference (phasing/timing) and externality
Community environmental and family budget diseconomies as well as benefits, equity in all
aspects
Impacts on
Trends in housing costs and
energy and heat sink factors
Logistics and employment needs including linking Ports Hunter, Botany and Kembla with the Inland Rail
Bridge and IMT at or near Eastern Creek.
The scenario areas include normal parameter and sensitivity testing within accepted benefit/cost analysis
practices – avoiding “nonsense on stilts” (Peter Self), “options” including maximum utilisation of Metro
lines and WestConnex where fully legitimised (NW/Chatswood to Sydenham), the Iron Cove/Gladesville and
Harbour Bridges, and alternatives where Metros and roads/tunnels are envisioned but not yet legitimised,
and Sydney to Parramatta – West Metro, Christie/Greiner fast trains, release of paths via Chatswood to
Parramatta for 2nd Airport and other fast trains etc.
Add this which is a full model - unique in the world - of “community resilience”.
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In 1995 I formulated a better planning cycle for NSW for the Council on the Cost of Government which
inspired my Newcastle reform process:

The "Four Pillars of Democracy" were formulated in response to the comprehensive breakdown of
decency, respect, cost effectiveness, probity, prudence, responsibility, honesty and media.
Better options including Christie, Greiner’s and Gibbons’ are ignored despite being cheaper and faster to
implement and more effective in supporting dispersed population growth. The “30-Minute Club” will be
remembered for the wrong reasons.
These elements have all been explained in the websites and books.
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